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STREAK ROLLS ON

SUSHI SPOT ON A ROLL

Origami Sushi is blowing
up with UCF students
- SEE NEWS, A7

·. Football gives Gamecocks a sc~re, but can't
overcome early defensive mistakes-sEEsPo~TS,A9

(

(

FREE • Published Mondays and Thursdays

www.UCFnews.com ·Tuesday, September 6, 2005

Campus groups uriite for hurricane relief efforts
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

UCF campus organizations
are working to raise funds, perishables and clothing for the
victims ofHurricane Katrina~
The UCF Police Department received a tel~type Friday from the Madison County
Sheriff's Office in Canton,
Miss., asking for help with
clothing for the department's
deputies, who are assisting

t

with the relief process along the teletype and reachihg out
the Gulf Coast.
to the UCF community for
Sheriff Toby Trowbridge Jr.. assistance donations began to
requested people to donate comem.
'
College Park Apartments - ·
anything they could from
underwear and socks to T- which oversees the Pegasus
shirts and pants citing that the Pointe and Pegasus Landing ,
deputies possessed only the apartment complexes - gave
clothes they were wearing UCF Police 20 boxes o.f T- ·
when Hurricane Katrina hit shirts, roughly 2,000 shirts in
·all. The donations will be
last week.
UCF Police Sergeant Troy delivered to the Madison
Williamson said that almost County Sheriff's . Office by a
immediately after receiving campus pol,ice dispatcher.

UCFgrants
enrollment
to.displaced
students

t

t}'

t.

The police aren't the only
campus group doing their part
to help out with clothing do:i:iations. The Association for
Doctoral Students in Excep~
tional Education is also acceptmg all kinds of clothes and has
placed a donation box in the
Education Building lobby.
The President's Leadership
Council is beginning to raise
funds for the rebuilding of
PLEASE SEE
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UCFFOOTBALL

"They settled in and they competed. They really did."
• - UCF COACH GEORGE O'LEARY

ON THE KNIGHTS' 24-15 LOSS TO USC

VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

UCF and other universities across Florida will
.be accepting college students displaced by Hurricane Katrina by allowing them to enroll at their
campuses to continue their educatioIL
"The university is always concerned about the
well-being of students," Assistant Vice President of
Undergraduate Admissions Gordon D. Chavis Jr.
said.
''After receiving phone calls from parents and
students who were attending universities in areas
affected by ifurricane Katrina, [the president, ·
provost and the administration] got together to see
what we could do," Chavis said.
As of Friday, 35 students had contacted UCF
about possibly enrolling.
According to the American Council of Education, as many as 100,000 college students in the
New Orleans area are reconsidering their Fall
semester.
Displaced students have until 5 p.m. this Friday
to apply to UCF. Students can call 407-823-6188 for
more informatioIL Application fees will be waived
and the Florida Board of Governors authorized the
state universities to charge students in-state
tuition, rather than the more expensive out-of-state
tuitiOIL
"I think it's great that they are able to help those
students that need a place to continue their education in the wake of such a disaster," UCF business
major Orlando Nunez said.
Displaced students will be accepted on a caseby-case basis. Those students unaple to provide
transcripts will be allowed to do so at a later date
and all students will be required to sign a form
declaring they were registered at another university.
Displaced students will receive a list of conPLEASE SEE
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UCF junior quarterback ~teven Moffett completed 27 passes for 260 yards an~ one touchdown in Thursday's
24-1 S loss to South Carolina..Moffett connected with Mike Walker and Brandon Marshall a combined 19
times. Walker finished with 105 yards and one touchdown and Marshall had 102 yards receiving as well.

CAMPUS POLITICS

Video gaming
school perfe~t ·
fit for junkies

..
((

SGA Senate names new president
pro tempore after close vote
Kelly Travis climbs to top
of Senate .hierarchy as
.end of term approac4es

NAOMI RINGER
Senior Staff Writer
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FOR FULL GAME COVERAGE OF WEEK
ONE ACTION CHECK OUT SfiJfft ;;,. A9

KATRINA ON A7
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COURTESY UCF POLICE DEPARTMENT

Academic doors opened to
hurricane Victims ·nationwide
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College Park
Apartments, the
· umbrella organization
of Pegasus Pointe and
Pegasus Landing,
donated 2,000 T-shirts
to the UCF Police
Department, which
will send the shirts to
the Madison County
Sheriff's Department
in Mississippi.
Madison deputies are
in need of clothing
items and have had
only one set of clothes
since Hurricane
Katrina hit last week.

Iftrue happiness is doing what you
love and getting paid for it then a
handful of self-proclaimed video
game geeks are working toward nirvana.
The Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy in downtown Orlando held jts first day of class Aug. 22,
. insisting that education and video
games can co-exist.
Students are able to work toward a
master's degree in interactive entertainment, choosing one of five specializations: 3-D modeling, animation
and motion, technical artistry, software development and production
management. The program lasts 16

MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer

COURTESY FIEA

The FIEA feature~ two gaming lounges, featuring HD TVs, movies, video game consoles and industry magazines.

months and costs $29,500.
The inaugurai class is made up of
of 12 students - nothing unusual for
a new graduate program, Ben Noel,
executive director of FIEA, said.
Carnegie Mellon's Entertainment

Technology Center, which c!osely
resembles FIEA'.s program, had six
students in its first class. About 30
percent of students are from UCF and
PLEASE SEE

ACADEMY ON A6

SGA SeIL Kelly Travis defeated SeIL
Logan Berkowitz for the position of
Senate president pro tempore Thursday. The recent power shift in the 37th
Senate was spurred by tbe resignation
of former Speaker Nick Merolle.
In the first meeting of the academic
year former Pro Tempore Mark White
was elected to the vacated position,
creating an opening in the pro tempore
office.
·
· "I'm totally excited,'' Travis said
after her rise to the second-highest legislative office became official "I can't

Anew race begins
The Senate's leadership could soon
change as election season heats up.
Petitions for candidacy are available
starting today and students can declare
candidacy as early as Monday. Senate
elections are slated for Sept. 26-28 and
run-offs Oct. 3-5.
wait to get started."
Travis also spoke highly of
Berkowitz, her sole opponent in an
intense election that could have turned
out' differently if Berkowitz persuaded
just three senators·to back him instead
of Travis in the 15-11 race.
"I wasn't expecting a landslide,'' she
PLEASE SEE

TRAVIS ON A7
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INTERNATIONAL

AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Helping the hurricane victims
From the highest levels of
· UCF administration to the
smallest student-run organizations, the tJCF community is
reaching out to assist the vier
tims of the Hurricane Katrina
tragedy.
By late Thursday at least 30
students displaced by Hurricane Katrina had contacted
UCF in response to President
John Hitt's announcerpent that'
UCF is allowing students to
register for classes on a spaceavailable basiS. Application fees
will be waived, and students
will pay in-state tuition rates.
UCF will provide guidance and
tutoring assistance, as well as
referrals for housing and other
necessities.
Clubs gather:ing • for the
annual Club Showcase this
week plan to accept donations
for the hurricane relief effort.
The Student Government
Association has discussed ·
sending student volunteers to .
the devastated region to assist
the victims.

Clubs on showcase
The Knights of the Round
Table, which coordinates all of
UCF's clubs, will host its annual Club Showcase from 10 am.
to 2 p.m. today, tomorrow and
Thursday outside the south
entrance of the Student-Union
Students are invited to find
organizations to get involved
with, enjoy giveaways, make
new friends. Fifty organizations
will be present each day. .
For more information on the
club showcase, or Knights of
the Round Table, ;visit
http://www.getinvolveducf.co
m/kort, or con~t Pete or Kristen at 407-823-4496.

Hispanic engineers host meeting
The Society of Hispanic
Professional Engineers will be
holding its _first.general meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in HPA
116. Students who attend will
have information about exclusive scholarships, internship
programs, technical conferences and more.
The society invites students
to pass by its table during the
club showcase.
For more information on the
Society of Hispanic 'Engineers
visit http://www.shpeucf.org or •
call 772-83+7440.

Make the team
The roller hockey dub-team
will be holding tryouts at 10 p.m
tomorrow for the upcoming
season The roller hockey clubteam is part of UCF's Sports
Club Council and competes
against other university clubs
across the nation UCF's clubteams are more competitive
than traditional intramural
teams and demand more time
and commitment.
.
Anybody interested in trying out should contact Spencer
Sadkin at spencerhs5@earth-·
link.net, or visit the team We
bsite at http://pegasus.cc.ucf.
edu/-sp325420 for more information

LET US KNOW The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
· 407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition·

$45*
Adult Exam

Includes Exam (00150),
X-rays (00274),
Oral Cancer Screening, &
Gum Evaluation (00180

~

Uganda stands out in African plight
AIDS percentage
lower than other
nations, but legal
controversy looms

NATION&
WORLD

I

'I

Keep current with headlines i' ""
you may have misseq
'~

•

of condoms.
'
Chief Justice Rehnquist dies ' }~
Ugandan President Yoweri
Museveni spoke in support of
of cancer st home at age 80
~J ~
WASHINGTON - Chief •t
the U.S. and ofthe position that
The longtime epidemic is still a threat worldwide
Justice William H. Rehnquist ·i:
loving relationships and abstidied Saturday evening of canr .,
nence
are
more
crucial
to
the
·India is the second most populous country in the world and has one of
cer, ending a 33-year Supreme ' .i
fight against AIDS than condo
the highest infection rates. One in seven people are HIV-positive in
Court career during which he ..,
Very few Ugandans are able
India. Projections indicate that in 10 years India may have more AIDS
oversaw the court's conserva- -~
to complete secondary schoolABEER ABDALLA
cases than all of Africa.
·
Staff Writer
tive shift, presided over an
' ing. Most people live on less
impeachment
trial
and
than $1 a day. Overwhelming
In AIDS-ravaged sub-Sahahefped decide a presidential
poverty has resulted in street
• In Japan the number of people infected with HIV is small, but unlike in
ran Africa, Uganda stands out as
children and teenage prostielection
other developed countries that number increases every year. Sex
a rare success story.
tutes roaming the country.
Rehnquist, 80, was sur~ "'
education is limited, particularly for females.
Uganda's HIV fufection rate
The Ugandan health minrounded by his three children ··
has fallen from 15 percent to 5
.istry has been distributing
when he died at his home in ~
·For many years, Botswana had the highest HIV/AIDS infection rate in
percent of the population since
suburban Arlington. His
~
about 80 million free condoms
the ~arid. Nearly 40 percent of sexually active adults are HIV-positive.
the early 1990s. The government
a year. Recent concerns about
died ~ 199~.
,
~launched a massive ABC camGovernment officials have instituted the most advanced treatment
the quality of the condoms have
Rehnquist was a11pointed ..
paign of education to prevent
led to a much smaller number
to the Supreme COtJirt as an . ~ •
program in Africa, making ariti-retroviral drugs available to all peqple
the spread of AIDS: promoting
of condoms being distributed.
associate justice in 1971 by 7.
with HIV/AIDS free of charge. This is possible largely through foreign
Abstinence, Being faithful and ·
According
to
UN-AIDS,
the
President
Nixpn and' took his : ·
aid and the government's willingness to pay all the expenses
Condoms for safe sex.
'
joint U.N. program on
seat 011 Jan. 7, 1972.' He ·w~s ::i.
But Uganda's accomplish!UV/AIDS, without significant
elev~ted to chief_ justice by ;:,.. "
·Nigeria is Africa's most populous nation and about 4 milli-0n Nigerians
ments are facing a new threat
progress to back up the comPresident Reagan m 1986.
'
are HIV-positive. Only 14,000 people re~eive drug subsidies. Funds and
Health care workers from 16
mitments voiced at the conferThe death leaves President ~""
organizations are threatening to
supplies from the UN Global Fund and the World Health Organization
ence by the time the delegates
. Bush with his second court ~ : •
sue the Ugandan government
meet again in two years there
are crucial to increasing treatment options. Still this will only reach a
opening within four months :
because it has been holding 30
will be another 10 million peoand sets up what's expected
small fraction of those infected. In about two years, the government
million condoms in storage for
ple in the world infected with'
to be an even more bruising :.~
· hopes to have 350,000 citizens in treatment programs. ·
the past 10 months, British
HIV/AIDS.
Senate confirmation battle : "
~URCE: UN-~JOS
Broadcasting New$ reported last
"Millions of new infections
than that of John Roberts.
week
can be prevented if Africa and
It was not immediately
Uganda hp.ports 120 million morally upright and avoid early the rest of the world decide to
Karen Jaeger, executive direcclear what · impact Rehn- ·"'
tor of The Place for Comfort, condoms each year. Although no marriages." He is raisin~ scholar- tackle AIDS as an exceptional
quist's death wou19 have
Inc. in Seminole County, method of protection is as effec- ship money for virgins to attend crisis that has the potential to
confirmation · hearjngs "fo'to :
believes the issue surrounding . tive against the spread of disease coll~e .for free.
devastate entire societies and
Roberts, scheduled to begin 1...
Uga,nda is one of the major economies,'' UN-AIDS chief
HIV/AIDS in Africa has much to as abstinence; condoms, when
Tuesday.
,if
...........
do with community ignorance used correctly, are the next most recipient~ . of U.S. funding to Peter Piot said
'
.
'
effective way to reduce the risk combat HIV/AIDS. They receive
and cultural mores.
Jaeger, an HIV/AIDS activist
Last refugees evacuated from
more than $100 million, ofwhich for more than 12 years has seen
"I don't understand how trib- of transmission
Superdome; countless remain
The Ugandan government, more~ $8 million is designat- heart-wrenching tales in both ·
al leaders can advocate those
NEW ORLEANS - The
afilicted with AIDS can be cured however, appears to be changing ed toward abstinence and faith- conservative christian commulast bedraggled refugees were
if they sleep with virgins," she the strategy i:o focus bii absti- fulness programs. Critics are nities and the southern U.S. as a
rescued from the Superdome
said, referring to a widely circu- nence without. promoting con- concerned that not including whole. Bl.it she believes it's a
on Saturday and the convenlated rumor that infected men .doms. Reports inditate religious condoms in the discussion of problem that isn't relegated to
tion center was all but
•
could be cured by unprotected 'groups have the support of AIDS will lead to a rise in the just one isolated region The
cleared, leaving the heart of _
vaginal intercourse with unaf- Ugandan first lady Janet Musev- infection rate. Activists and doc- HIV/AIDS epidemic does not
New Orleans to the dead and •
eni, a conservative Christian, tors say abstinence is only one discriminate.
fected, virgin girls.
dy~ng, the elderly and frail ' •
"Some of my clients were . leading to the change in mes- part of an effective anti-AIDS
"We don't get told about . stranded too many days with- ::... •
those virgins," she said, shakily. sage. In the past year Museveni strategy.
what's going on globally," cauout food, yvater or medical
The International AIDS Con- tions Jaeger. "It's not a priority to
'We cannot comprehend some has called for a census ofthe sexcare.
of their customs because it is so ual habits of the younger gener..; ference in July fueled debate the world Just look at the recent
No one knows how many : 111
foreign to us. We cannot just ations and has planned parties over whether condoms or absti- hurricanes. Never once did I
were killed by Hurricane Kat- -..
drop a truck load of condoms for Ugandans who pledged nence was the better approach hear anyone mention anything
rina's floods and how many ::·
and instructions into their vil- abstinence until marriage.
to preventing the spread of HIY. about those aftlicted with
more succumbed waiting to
Another member of Ugan- The U.S. was criticized by health IIlV/AIDS. If we have that stiglages. We need people who
be rescued. But the bodies are · •
speak the language and know dan's parliament, ~ulaiman officials for promoting absti- ma in our own country, how can
everywhere: hidden in attics,
the customs to go into the region Madada, said he wants to nence as a form of prevention we expect the world to have it as
floating among the ruined
and help."
"encourage . schoolgirls to be rather than encouraging the use a priority?"
city, crumpled on wheelchairs, abandoned on high•
ways.
The last refugees ~t the
Superdome and the conven•
tion center climbed aboard
buses Saturday . bound for
shelters.
apartment. He was upset that tinued to yell obscenities at the receiving phone messages from
CRYSTAL SCOTT
•
Gov. Kathleen Blanco said
Staff Writer
·~ she had ended their two- woman. Jenkins asked him to her ex all day and wished to
Saturday that she ~xpected
~~ year relationship and place his hands on a nearby car press charges against him for
the death toll to reach the
for a search of his person
breaking into her apartment
A UCF student residstarted shaking her.
thousands. And Craig Van- .
While Jenkins patted Hard- and stealing her things.
derwagen, rear adtniral of the
•
When she asked him to
ing in Academic Village ;1ii'11i/~·r11 1
Apartments pressed \ (l!'{ff,!IJJI stop, he threatened to ee down, he becanie more agiThe woman was referred to
U.S. Public Health Servite,
charges against a dis' 1 ,,.
throw away all of her per- ' tated and began yelling "See, UCF Victim Advocates for fursaid one morgue alone, at a St.
gruntled ex-boyfriend
sonal belongings.
now the police are gonna hit ther assistance, counseling and
Gabriel prison, expected . •
On Sunday night, the 19At abouf8 p.m., Officer Ryan me! Is this what you want?"
information about personal
1,000 to 2,000 bodies.
year-old female was returning Pampe was called to Academic
Jenkins the11 handcuffed rights in regards to this inci·
to her apartment when her ex- Village where he immediately Hardee for the safety those dent.
Con9ress to examine slow
boyfriend, Clay Hardee drove located the two individuals around him and placed him in
Hardee's vehicle was towed
National Guard response time
up beside her and, got out of his arguing in the parking lot.
the backseat of the police car to from tP,e Academic Village
WASHINGTON~ Anothcar.
Pampe requested that Hard- eliminate a visual path to the parking lot and he was transer 10,000 National Guard
The Hardee, 23, began ee step away frotn the woman woman and to avoid further ported to the UCF Police
troops are being sent to the
yelling that he taken all of her and join Officer Mario Jenkins verbal outbmsts.
Department where arrest
hurricane-ravaged
Gulf ' .,
clothes, laundry bag, travel bag who had arrived at the scene.
The woman informed papers for third degree grand
Coast, raising their number to
and laptop computer from her
Hardee complied, but con- Pampe that she had been theft and battery were filed.
about 40,000, but questions
linger about the speed with
•
which troops were deployed.
Several states ready to
send National Guard troops
to the rescue in New Orleans > •
High:87°
TODAY IN DETAIL
didn't get the go-ahead until 1'
Today: Scattered thunderstorms, a
days after the storm struck - ·-'
v~ SCATTEREDT-STORMS Low: 74°
high of 88° and a40% chance of rain.
a delay nearly certain to be
SCATTERED T-STORMS Northeast winds at 75 mph and 72%
•
investigated by Congress.
humidity.
High:88°
New Mexico Gov. Bill
High: 88° Low: 75° · Tonight: Scattered thunderstorms , a
. Richardson offered LoUisiana
. v · ~ SCATTERED T-STORMS
Low:75°
low of 75° with 86% humidity.

International facts about AIDS
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POLICE BEAT

Breaking up leads to brerudng, entering, theft
if.#iP'

LOCAL WEATHER
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$345* {$700 value)
Extreme Whitening
1 hour In-Office

Whitening
$55* On the Go

eSa(on
specializing in:
High and Low Lights
Perms • Straightening
Color • Color
Correction Men and
Women's Haircutting
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www.SmileDentalFL.com

Visit Our Wabsit~ for Monthly Promotions

1 0% DISCOUNT. FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY
Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com
Full Line of Quality Products from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL
?lyy~intmrnt.< ~ecomnicna'ed' Wafli-1"~ 9lcaytca whrn omtfob(,,
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UNIVERSITY SHOPPES - CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & ALAFAYA
12263 UNIVERSITY BLVD. • ORLANDO, FL 32817 •

407-658-2121

MON 12pm - 8pm TUES-THURS 9am - 8pm FRI 9am - Spm SAT 9ani ·- 4pm SUN closed
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Classes held on Tuesdays
for Fall 2005
Learn how to Escape from
a: larger and more
aggressive attacker.
The goal is not to fight,
it is to Escape.
Course content is simple
and put to the test right
there in class
No Fees Required

..

\

0

ltps your future. It's a tool of the past. It's competition.
It's stress management. It's knowledge.
It's an art. It's a reproduction.
_..,;;..-~'1("'1l'o..

Orlando's Hotte~ College
and .Hospitality Night

• $5 All You Can.Drink
for Hospitality
Empl0,'yees
•. $10 All You Can
Drink fOl"eollege
Students

•

Bring proof of er;p,ployme':'t or
youF college ID and you've ·
scored unl_imited drinks until
1am! Plus book, your VIP table
now- bottles of Bang! Vodka
ore only $1001

What do you see? Every day, The New York Times h~lps you see the world around
you in whole new ways. Pick up your copy of The Times today. And to subscribe at
a very special student rate of more than 50% off, call 1-888-NYT-COLL. Or visit
nytimes.com/student. THE NEW YORK TIMES. _INSPIRING THOUGHT. DAILY.

the need to know
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HIGHER
EDUCATION

•

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

New Pa. university begins
high-tech higher-ed experiment
HARRISBURG, Pa. Harrisburg University of Science and Teclmology became
the first four-year college in
Pennsylvania's capital city of
Harrisburg -when it opened
Aug. 29, 2005.
· The private, nonprofit university promises to produce
workers whose skills are
steeped in math and science:
forensic scientists, environmental chemists and computer-security experts, to name a
few.
It joins a handful of private
Ul}iversities that have opened
across the nation in recent
years, including Franklin W.
Olin College of Engineering in
Needham, Mass., and Ave
Maria University, a Roman
Catholic university in Naples.
Eut unlike its counterparts,
it has done so without the benefit of a sizable private donation, said President Melvyn D.
Schiavelli.
"Right now, this is a community-based effort,'' Schiavelli said.
The university's · primary
cheerleader,
Harrisburg
Mayor Stephen Reed, said its
mission is to meet employment demands of existing
businesses and attract new
ones.

Ex-Tampa professor denied
terror ties mfilmed interview
TAMPA - Former university professor Sarni Al-Arian,
on trial for allegecij.y supporting terrorists, denied any ties
to the Palestinian Islamic
Jihad in a filmed 1994 interview, which vras played for
jurors Wednesday in an
attempt by prose.cutors to
show he tried to cover up his
activities.
During the interview for a
PBS documentary on Middle
East terror groups operating
in the United States, Al-Arian
replied, "There was never an
affiliation" when asked if he
had ties to the PIJ.
Prosecutors have presented intercepted phone calls and
letters and played videotaped
speeches that they say show
Al-Arian was the PIJ's top official in the United States. The
PIJ is listed as a terrorist group
by the State Department.
Al-Arian, a former University of South Florida professor,
and three co-defendants are
standing trial in federal court,
charged with raising money
and supporting the terror
group. The defendants deny
the charges and say they are
being persecuted for unpopular views.
Their attorneys have
refused to tomment on the
case out of court.
The trial, which began in
June, is expected to run several more months.

La. universities shut down in
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina
BATON ROUGE, La. Five universities and four
technical college campuses
are shut down for the foreseeable future because of Hurricane Katrina, leaving 72,000
college students displaced
from their planned educational institutions, according to
the state's colleges chie£
Commissioner of Higher
Education Joseph Savoie said
the state has set up a hotline
for assistance for college stu. dents at 1-866-415-2269, and he
pledged students will be able
to enroll late into other colleges without any loss of
financial aid or late registration fees.
Some out-of-state schools
are waiving certain fees and
reducing tuition rates for students forced out of their chosen colleges by Katrina. But
Savoie was hoping most students wouldn't choose to
leave Louisiana
Institutions pledging to
help displaced students
include Rutgers University,
University of Virginia and
UCF.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHARLES OHARAPAK I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Aflag outside the Supreme Court flies at half staff Sunday in Washington,D.C., honoring
Supreme Court Justice William H. Rehnquist, who died of cancer at the age of 80 Saturday.
FROM A2

enforcement, Blum said, Gov.
Blanco had to get separate
written agreements authorizing Guardsmen to do policetype duty.
'

Gov. Kathleen Blanco help
from his state's National
Guard last Sunday, the day
before Hurricane Katrina hit
Louisiana. ·m anco accepted, At least 12 Rilled'in high-rise
but paperwork needed to get blaze in French capital
the troops en route didn't
PARIS - A su.spected
come from Washington until arson fire tore through a
late Thursday.
recently renovated high-rise
California troops began apartment building south of
arriving in Louisiana on Fri- Paris early Sunday, killing at
day, three days after flood least 12 people and injuring 16,
waters ravaged New Orleans. firefighters and a local official
When New Orleans' levees said.
gave way to flooding on TuesThe blaze, the fourth deadday, Louisiana's National ly fire in the Paris area since
Guard had received help from April, broke out in the
troops in only three other entrance hall of an 18-story
states: Ohio, which had nine housing project in the Val-depeople in Louisiana then; Marne region south of the
Oklahoma, 89; and Texas, 625, capital, the local fire brigade
figures provided by the said.
National Guard show.
The fire was quickly extinOne factor that may have' guished, but victims sucpost-Katrina cumbed to toxic smoke, offi'c omplicated
deployment arose when cials said.
Louisiana discovered it needAbout 200 firefighters
ed Guardsmen to do more . rushed to the fire in the town
law
enforcement
duty of L'Hay-les-Roses, and medbecause a large portion of the · ical teams set up a mobile
New Orleans police force was treatment site. •
not functioning, Lt. Gen.
At least nine people were
Steven H. Blum, chief of the injured, said local fire brigade
National Guard Bureau at the spokesman Alain Antonini.
Pentagon, said.
Authorities are investigatBecause the already exist- ing the possibility of arson,
ing agreement for states to Jean-Luce Marx, a local govcontribute Guard troops . to ernment spokesman, said.
Louisiana did not include a
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
. provision-on the_ir use in law

·.Breast·Augmentation for ~slow as

$

amonth*

www.orlandoplasticsurgerycenter.com
-~

407-857-6261
Call today and
receive 1/2 off
th·econsultation
fee mentioning
this ad.

Member

~

AMERICAN SOC~OF

•

Pl.A5TIC SURGc.vi'fS

...

3872 Oakwater Cir.@ S. Orange Ave

WEEK IN HEALTH
attempting to make up for
hours of sleep missed during
Staff Writer
'the week by sleeping excesWith school comfortably sively on the weekend, a comback in session, most students mon practice among college
are gearing up .for the semester students.
that lies ahead. But amid the
According to researchers at
excitement of yet another load the McKinley Health Center at
of classes, many should be the University of Illinois,
aware of the importance of inconsistent · sleep patterns
winding down as well.
such as this can eventually lead
According to a study to chronic sleep problems.
released in 2004 by the NationDement said students
al Sleep Foundation, 63 per- should learn to be sensitive to
cent of college students do not their level of drowsiness. If a
get enough sleep. Although student experience drowsicollege-age students should be ness frequently a change in
getting well over eight hours of their sleepirig habits is in order.
sleep, s~dies show that most
Also, as a student, it is
students obtain only an aver- important to keep in mind that
age of six hours per night.
no matter how hectic your
Whether the loss of sleep is schedule may be time should
from staying up all night work- always be set aside for adeing on a paper or partying with quate sleep.
friends, most students just
Sleep is not only essential
aren't making the cut. Many for good health, but also for
find themselves drowsy during mental and physical functionclass, fighting to keep their ing. Insufficient sleep in stueyes open and, in the worst dents can lead to problems
cases, forgetting what the other than sleep deprivation
entire class was about.
including anxiety, deficits in
While some students might attention and concentration,
think this is a normal reaction depression and poor grades.
to any sedentary situation,
Some ways to avoid sleep
such as class, they are greatly deprivation are. to develop a
mistaken, Dr. William Dement regular bedtime routine, limitof Stanford University said. If ing the u,se of caffeine, making
things such as boredom, a sure the bedroom is dark and
warm room, or simply sitting quiet, and to avoid eating a
for long periods of time cause large, late evening meal or
a student to feel drowsy, they heavy, fatty foods before going
have a sleep debt and rieed to to bed.
For those students who still
be stimulated in order to stay
need every extra minute of
awake.
Every individual has a spe- sleep; preparing for the·next
cific daily sleep requirement, morning by having clothes
Dement said. If that amount is picked out and books together
not obtained a sleep debt is for the day that waits ahead
created. In ·fact, sleep debt will allow more sleep time.
· While all college students
does not go away or spontaneously de<;rease, but inst~ad will experience different levels
accumulates progressively as-a of stress by trying to·balance
larger arid larger sleep indebt- schoolwork, a job and other
edness. The only way to activities, most have the same
reduce your indiviqual sleep ability to control their sleep
debt is by obtaining extra sle~p patterns.
over arid above yotµ" daily
By doing this, a student will
requirement.
feel healthier, more alert and
And that doesn't mean retain more information.

RACHEL BAUMBACH

*Based on credit approval and 48 mo. extended payment plan. Please visit www.carecredtt.com for details. ,

............................................................ LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back··

GMAT
GRE

MCAT
DAT
(

OAT
PSAT

<'

SAT
ACT*

l

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition~* It's that slmple.
,

·•

LSAT: Classes Starting 10/8/05 & 10/15/05
GMAT: Classes Starting 9/18/05 & 10/20/05
GRE: Classes Startin.g 9/17/05 & 10/5/05
MCAT: Classes Sta·r ting 10/5/05

(

(

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN

"Remove Unwanted Hair Now!"

Are you tired of constant shaving, waxing, tweezing or bleaching those unwanted hairs? Well,
finally there is a quick and easy solution for. putting an end to that unsightly hair growth.
Discover the facts about the latest advances in medically supervised laser hair removal and learn
what razor manufacturefs and cosmetic companies ·don't want you to know when it comes to
hair removal in a special report entitled, "Laser Hair Removal: How To Quickly and Easily Remove
Unwanted Hair". For your free copy call toll-free 1-800-903-1879 for a 24 hr. recorded message
• and enter ID# 2208 or go to www.LookGoodWithoutSurgery.info

I

*Test names are registered trademari<s of their respective owners.

**To be eHgible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's •
full classroom, tutoring, or Online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

.

1-800-KAP-TEST .
kaptest.com
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ii} Immortalize the mayhem'~ith a digital camera from Newegg.com, the online superstore with
great prices on thousands of tech products, from MP3 players and video games -to PC components
-

f

and notebooks. Unbelievably fast shipping, too. Enter for a chance to wtn a computer and cool
tech gear. For sweepstakes entry, rules and regulations, visit collegeclub.com/Newegg.
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Meet with faculty and sta.ff-representing UCF's
more than 100 master's, doctoral, specialist, and
certificate programs.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES
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. fl.:00 p.m. - '7:00 p.m_
., UCF Arena

A showcase _of the University of Central Florida's
diverse graduate programs with representatives from
. all colleges~ many programs, Graduate ~tudiesl
felfowsnips, student financial assistance, GEM
(National Consortium for Graduate Degrees for
Minorities in Engineering and Science}, and many
other UCF service
. areas.
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Ask
a doc

DENNIFER MAYO
ARNP-C, UCF Health Services

How can I eat healthy foods
when I'm running from class-toclass all week? ·

When you're in a rush, it's
easy to forget about eating right
- or even eating at all. In our
haste, we don't always make the
best meal choices.
However, it is possible to
meet the demands of your daily
activities and still eat in a
healthy way. The secret is to
plan ahead. In about 30 minutes
you can plan a week's worth of
healthy meals and snacks.
It is less expensive and

much healthier to eat homeprepared food, than to "eat out."
For a quick start in the
morning, set out non-perishable breakfast items the night
before: dry cereal, fruit, bowl,
spoon and glass for juice.
Preparing ahead will allow you
more time to eat.
Grate or chop ingredients,
· then store in the. freezer to use
later: onions, peppers, nuts,
cheese and dried fruit.
. Make extra servings of yow;
favorite meal over the weekend, then freeze the leftovers in
individual containers to eat
later in the week.
When preparing. food for
one meal, make it work for
another. Think you can't eat an
entire roasted chicken? After
your first meal you have meat
for sandwiches, tortillas, and
salads.
If you spend a lot of time
away from home during the
week, anticipate your schedule.
Bring your next meal or snack ·
with you.
Take a plastic bag of dry
cereal and fruit with you on
busy mornings, so you're not
skipping breakfast.
Bring fruits or a baggie of
cut-up vegetables for a midmorning/afternoon snack.
Choose foods that don't ·
require refrigeration or easy to
clean up: baby carrots, broccoli

cuts, grapes, bananas, bagels, These are found in oils made
graham crackers, low-fat string from some seeds and vegetables. Eat these fats less often.
cheese, cans of fruit or juice.
Examples include sunflower
Eating foods that are high in
saturated fats and other "bad oil, cottonseed oil, sesame oil;
fats" increases your risk of can- · com oil and safflower oil
"Bad" fats are made up of
cer, heart disease, diabetes,
obesity and joint problems if saturated fatty acids and transyou are already overweight.
fatty acids.
Limit fat calories to up to 30
Saturated fatty acids are the
percent of total calories, or, if fats that are solid at room temyou have heart disease, up to 20 perature. These fats may raise
percent of total calories.
your total cholesterol and
These fats may lower your lower you good (HDL) cholestotal cholesterol without terol. They are found in animal
changing your good (HDL) products, baked goods, margarine, butter, and nuts. Limit
cholesterol.
these fats. Some examples are
lard, meat fat, poultry fat, palm
Know your fats
Good fats include monosat- kernel oil, palm oil, coconut
urated fats, which are those that and coconut oil.
Trans-fatty acids form when
are liquid at room temperature.
111.ey are found in nuts, seed~ polyunsaturated oils are made
and vegetables. Choose these harder. This chemical process
fats more often. Some exain- ' is called hydrogenation. It turns
ples are almonds, cashews, an "OK".fat into a "bad" fat.
Trans-fatty acids raise your
olives, peanuts, pistachios,
pecans, olive oil, peanut oil and · total cholesterol and your bad
(LDL) cholesterol. These fats
canolaoil.
.
Other good fats are polyun- are found in processed foods,
saturated fatty acids such as such as store-bought cookies,
omega-3 and omega-6 fatty cakes, pies and pastries. Read
acids. Omega-3 fatty acids are food labels, ifyou see the words
very good for you. They are hydrogenated or partially
found in fatty fish, nuts, and · hydrogenated then it contains
soybeans. You should eat them trans-fatty acids. Avoid these
fats.
at least two times a week.
Omega-6 fatty acids may
lower your cholesterol and
E-mail your questions to
your good (HDL) cholesterol.
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

To Benefit the
ACLU Foundation of Florida

Tickets On Sale Now For
Ah Evening With
Congressman Barney Frank

Co-Sponsored by

~tJE rt~W/
With A Spedal Performance by the

B

ortLANDO

OAT

CHORUS

Expo Centre Orlando Centroplex
500 W. Livingston S t reet, Orlando
Saturday. September 10. 2005
6:00 p.m. - VIP Reception
7:00 p.m. - Program
The Funniest Congressman
in Washington *
Representing Massachusetts'
4 th District since 1981

.Tickets $20, $so, $100
Buy Tickets OnUne at www.aclufLorg
Or contact j:laina Ozrovitz
at 305-576-2337 ext. 13,
o r via email at eozrovitzrclaclufl.o rg

*According to Capitol Hill St{lffers in The Washingtonian's2004 survey

Have You Considered
an MIS Major?
a
. .

I

Academy has 12 student~ in inaugural year ·
FROM

Al

the rest come from various
schools around the country:
Noel hopes the program
will eventually grow to 100 students, "Our goal is to do it right
and not to do it big," he said.
The Florida Legislature
approvedy. $3.2 million grant
·for star¥lip costs and a $1 million operational grant, which
allows FIEA "to be more selec- .
tive in admitting students
because its admission policies
won't be driven by profit
motives,'~ Mike Moshell, interim executive director of FIEA,
said.
UCF and the city of Orlando spent $6 million to revamp
the former Expo Centre into
an 114,000 square-foot facility
where students · immerse
themselves in the world of
video games. No boring white
walls here. Designed to look
like actual production environments the "cohort space" is a
brightly colored classroom
work area.
According to UCF Digital
Media Association President
Luiz Kruel video games have
evolved far beyond the status
of hobby. "I believe that the
video game industry is getting
a little more credibility [than] .
just a bunch of geeks playing
games all day making stuff
blow up,'' he said.
Kruel, who plans to apply to
FIEA in May after he graduates, said many people don't
realize what it takes to put a
video game together.
Other schools across the
U.S. are giving their nod of

MIS Career Offers:
The average starting salary for Management
Information Systems graduates is $42,084.
Excellent career opportuniti~s with such companies as
·Oracle, Universal, Lockheed, Hewitt, and many more.

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, Sep~. 17 at Sam
College of Health and Public Affairs, Rm 112
For·more information on the
. M~nagement Information Systems-Majorvisit the MIS_Department Web site at:
' .
FIEA student David Verble puts in some work in the "cohort area," which provides a "collaborative area for students to work in."
approval and expanding their
curriculum to include undergraduate and post-graduate
video game programs.
· Michigan State University
began offering a minor in game
design and development this
Fall: Georgia Institute of Tech_,
nology started a doctorate program in digital .{Iledia and a
master's certificate program
for video game design.
.
As a whole, the video game
industry is a thriving business.
Combined sales of video
games and computer games
reached $7.3 billion in 2004,
according to the Entertainment Software Association.
Sales were $3.6 billion in 1996.
UCF partnered with leadin~ videQ game developer

Entertainment Arts to create
FIEA. EA, which has a studio
in Maitland "hopes to rapidly
grow the Orlando area studio
years,'' said Rusty Rueff, EA's
executive vice president 9f
Human Resources in a press
release.
Noel sees it as more than an
opportunity for students to
succeed in the video game
industry alone. FIEA students
will go on to work for simulation and training companies,
theme park developers and
other digital media companies.
"We eventually hope that
FIEA is one small piece in
helping make Central Florida
one of the national leaders in
interactive entertaii;unent,'' he
said.

G
_ reeks, clubs collect donations for victim relief
school's sporting events this
season, but the school has cancelled all of its classes and stuTulane University. UCF Presi- dents must now loqk to other
dent John Hitt is a graduate of · universities for academic assisTulane University and the PLC tance. UCF is one of many
hopes to present Tulane with a schools nationwide allowing
check when the Green Wave students from Tulane and
play the Golden Knights in other schools affected by the
football Oct. 22 at the Citrus hurricane to enrolL
Bowl.
The UCF Greek community
Tulane, located in the heart is also organizing events to
of New Orleans, considered raise money and supplies for
cancelling all its athletic events hurricane victims. Fraternities
. this season but decided against and sororities are asking their .
it. The Wave play in the New · members .to donate whatever
Orleans Superdome, which suf- money they can afford and any
rered heavy structural damage unneeded clothes. Some Greek
during the recent storm.
organizations will be holding
The Wave will play all of the campus fund raising events
FROM

Al

over the next few weeks and
months.
The ·Piinh.ellenic and Interfraternity Councils are currently wqrking with the Student
Government Association and
the Office of Student Involvement t.o organize a large
fundraising event mvolving
many campus organizations.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
is also planning a casino night
with all proceeds benefiting
hurricane victims in New
Orleans. The event will be
open to the entire campus and
neighboring UCF community
in hopes of raising as much
money and non-perishable
donations as possible.

COURillYFIEA

www.bus.ucf.edu/mis

Do you like fun, FREE, on-campus events?
If so, the Society of Automotive Engineers has an
exciting alternative to Saturday morning cartoons ...

Come join us on Saturday, September 10
(from 10 am till dark) for

·-UCF DAYWhere UCF students get to DRIVE OUR BAJA CARS
all day long on an off-road course~

Directions to the SAE Shop from Campus: Get on Libra Dr,
leaving campus and heading towards Research Park.
After you pass the Physical Plant, make a left onto
Neptune Dr. Follow Neptune until the end..The SAE Shop
will be on the left. This is where the track is for this year.
For more infortnatiOn,
or to email us ,
visit our website: .
www.knightsracing.cecs.ucf.edu

www.knightsracing.cecs.ucf.edu

LOCAL BUSINESS ·

Local Spot serves up 'origasmic'· sllshi
NATALIE ZFAT

TH E CHOICE IS YOURS

Il

YiOUR WORLD :

.· • Prospective Student
Law Days

Staff Writer

• Students are raving about
what is quickly becoming the
most popular sushi restaurant in
the East Orlando area.
:i. Origalni Sushi, located in the
Alafaya Commons shopping
center on East Colonial Drive
and Alafaya Trail, has patrons
d'ning up out the door for up to
an hour every night, and waitress
Christa Calabrese said she
~ows why. "Everyone who
comes here loves getting the
Mexican roll," she said
Calabrese and owner Junior
~long agree that the deep-fried
jumbo shrimp "Mexican" roll,
which is served with spicy mayo
and eel sauce, is addictive.
? "Both lunch and dinner have
become more and more crowded," Vong said "Ifwe do expand,
KATE HOWELL I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
~e'll have to move to another
Patrons of Origami Sushi are treated to a traditional Japanese atmosphere and a wide variety of"delidous and creative rolls."
location"
For now, UCF students pack
"Origami offers a variety of from chicken teriyaki to shrimp Johnson, Sade and the Postal
Origami's 12 tables and seven bar delicious and creative rolls," tempura. For the vegetarians Service can be heard echoing
r.eats. Business has reached an Rivera said "It's by far one of the Oragami offers all-vegetable· . throughout J:4e dining room.
all-time high.
best sushi places I've ever been choices.
UCF senior Emily Mallen,
Angela Rivera, UCF student to!"
The food and bamboo decor also an avid sushi lover, has been
and sushi chef at little Japan in
Origami has dozens ofunique may make students think of tra- to Origami five times in the past
~outh Florida, is one of Origami's · sushi choices and a full menu of ditional Japan but the music is week alone. "It's not Origami,''
many fans.
· Japanese cuisine - everything decidedlY modern Songs by Jack Mallen said ''It's ori-gasmic!"

IMPAC T

LAWYER AS
PROBLEM-SOLVER
•The Nation's First
Five-Semester Option
• Summer or Fall Start Options
• Dynamic Curricular Tracks
•Earn Your J.D. in as Little
as 2 Years

I

I
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I
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VISIT US

• Informational
Sessions
• On-line CJ;iats
For·dates, time?,
and to RSVP, go to
www.law.udayton.edu,
click on
"Prospective Students"
and select
"Visiting and Events".

WWW. LAW. lJDAYTO N . EDU • 93 7-229-3555

Katrina causes Tulane, Loyola to close during Fall semester
~1oM Al
tacts: Housing, Advising, Financial Assistance and Counseling.
"We wanted to make this
transition as smooth as possible," Chavis said UCF will not
Imrlf displaced student's acceptance to the Fall semester.
"I don't know how long they
are going to be impacted but I
suspect it will be a long time and
UCF will respond as best we can
on a case-by-ca~e situatjon,"
C.havis said
"Some students are in their
last semester and won't benefit
from this. We are very pro-active
L4. telling these families that we
don't have an array-of classes but
we will accommodate as best we
Ci(lIL"

.

Students wishing to donate
money can deliver checks to the
UCF Police Department which
will mail them to the Red Cross
Mld the Salvation Army.
"It shows the university has a
lot of character," Nunez said "If ·
I were one of those students I'd
feel really appreciative that
some school with no real connection to my school is reaching
out and helping me out. I think
students should stay here for as
long as it takes for their universities to set things straight again"
Universities effected by Hurricane Katrina are closing temporarily.
Scott Cowen, president of
Tulane, a private college in New
Orleans, has announced that it
will not hold classes on campus

this semester. Working from
Houston, Cowen wrote on the
Tulane's Web site thaf the university's sports teams w ould
continue to represent Tulane
and would rely on other
schools' practice and playing
facilities. 'Tulane's first game is
still scheduled to be played
Sept. 17 against Missi~sippi
State.
In a statement issued last
week, Tim Ryan, the chancellor
of the University of New
Orleans, wrote, ·~erial views
indicate that approximately
two-thirds of our lakefront campus remained above water."
UNO officials hope to make

electronic classes available in
October and they hope to open
the main and satellite campuses
as soon as possible.
Loyola University in New
Orleans is working to reopen in
January 2006.
Louisiana State, which is
located in Baton Rouge, is
allowing those students displaced by Katrina to apply for
the current semester. LSU is
adding course sections and
increasing the size of some
classes.
At the University of Miami,
two dozen students have
already been accepted and are
enrolled in classes.

Tune in to wh at the Army National Guard has to offer: 100%,Tuition
Assistance, $20,000 Student Loan Repayment, and ~P to $10,000
Enlistment Bonus. It's called serving your community part-t ime wh ile
get ting full-time benefits. Visit 1-800-GO-GUARD.COM) MUSIC today
and get 3 tunes from iTunes!
'
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Travis first female
president pro temp
in past six years
F~M

Al

said. "I think that Logan was
$,o a very hard worker and was
a worthy opponent."
This might not be the last
time Berkowitz and Travis vie
fDr the coveted pro tempore
office - a spot that generally
carries a $900 per month salary
- as statutes require the Senate
llbld another election soon after
the 38th Senate begins in October.
;i, .Both B,e rkowitz and Travis
plan on running for the 38th
Senate, and Travis made her
inten,tions clear that she hoped
t11 claim the office once again
"I'm definitely running again,"
she said.
Berkowitz wasn't as sure
al'lout running again, however,
·and said, "I wouldn't rule it out
completely but it's probably
Ifetty unlikely. We have to win
our seats back first."
One thing Travis says is certain, however, is that she is "defillitely keeping him as a [deputy
pro tempore]" for the remainder of the 37th Senate.
Had the election gone in
Berkowtiz's favor he too would
have kept his opponent on staff.
"Either one [of us] was really
~erienced," he said. "I'in
happy for her I know she really
wanted it."
Prior to the Thursday vote
€Reh candidate addressed the
Senate regarding not only their
qualifications for the position
but their vision for one of the
t1hiversity's highest offices.
In addition to highlighting
his service as a deputy pro tem,.ore this year, Berkowitz discussed his ambitions to bring a
greater sense of communication to the student senate, citing
~ plan to foster extensive
updatc;!S to make senators better
informed and a determination
to hold senate committees
Ccrountable when necessary.
Travis also brou.ght her
expeHence as a deputypro tem~pre to the attention of the Sen-

ate as a strong qualification to
assume the role of pro tempore.
Expanding on her service as •a
deputy pro tempore Travis
spoke about her reputation as
an effiCient and well organized
student leader.
Among other qualifications
she listed working to organize
large events in the past which
complimented the importance
the newly elected White places
on planning the upcoming Senate retreat.
Sen Victor Perez explained
that the office demands as "a
_ person who can also ideittify
with the rest of us as well as the
students, clubs and organizations whom will eventually
require their aid.
"It takes a person who can
not only be a voice for those
sttidents when their senator
falls short on his or her duty, but
also a person who can be a
bridge for the aforementioned
grouptostudentgovernmentas
well as the UCF community as
a whole," Perez said
Perez touched on many of
the responsibilities designated
to the president pro tempore,
which in addition to assuming
the role of chair when necessary, includes appointing
deputy pro tempores and monitoring the cominittees of the
Senate.
While he spoke highly of
each of the deputy pro tempores nominated for the position, referring to Logan as "a
great guy and student leader,"
Perez ultimately endorsed
Travis for the position
"I believe that Kelly Travis is ,
not only the right woman for
the job, but more importantly
the right person for the job,"
Perez said.
Travis was ambitious about
her new role and wants to make
sure students feel welcome in
her new office.
''.Any student should definitely feel free to come into the
pro temp offic if they need
anything from SGA," Travis
said. "Our door is always open"

/

College students and faculty, buy a qualifying Mac
and get a free iPod mini after mail-in rebate.*
Buy a Mac. Get a free iPod mini. And with you r everyday education discount save up to $479.**
-OR- If you are interested in digital video production, save HUGE; up to $1, 100 off retail w ith a Final
Cut & PowerBook bundle. Ask about these offers at the UCF Computer Store today!

6;i UCF ~~~ER
www.cstore.ucf.ctiu • (407) 823-5603

.....

•offer is for qualified Apple Education Individual end-user purchasers only. Excludes 11ilnch iBook with CD-ROM drive, eMac, and Mac mini models.' Rebate is for up to $179 off of an
iPod, iPod mini, or iPod photo (excludes iPod shuffle). Additional terms apply. See OfliL~al Offer Coupon or visit www.apple.com/go/backtoschool. ~ 479 savings based on $300
education discount on purchase of a .7-inch p, · •!rBook and $179 rebate on a qualifying IPod. TM and © 2005 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Rebate & bundle offe'r cannot be combined.
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THE UCF SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT .
RESIDENT COMMUNITIES ANO UCF, WITH. ·
SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK.
CAMPUS STOPS

ROUTES
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

Pegasus Landing .........................~............................................. Student Union
Pegasus Pointe, College Station.......................: ....................... Millican Hall
Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments................~ ................ Transit Center
Village at Alafaya Club, University House, Boardwa.I L............ Mill.ican Hall
Village at Science Drive, Knights Landing, H~....:.................... Health Center
Northgate Lakes, Tivoli............................................................. HPA/Engr I. & 11
Collegiate Village Inn (CVI)....................................................... Transit Center
Riverwind at Alafaya Trail..............~......................................... HPA/Engr I &II
Research Park (IST/OTC/P-1/P-2/RP/BRA/HR).......................... Health Center

'

. The shuttle runs approximately every 15 minutes (each way)
from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. every class day.

~~ t [[ ~,

1~

(

Ride the Black and Gold on-.Cllmpu
~ The UCF Black and Gold Line provides

transpo.rtation services far everyone to~
travel throughout the campus. There is
no per-ride fare. Th.e service provides
safe, convenient, and timely travel to
the many destinatio.ns on our campus.
..

e,~ni~er~l
~
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ON·CAMPUS SHUTTLE

~

~@~,,~9.~~ ~)! '

Floritla

:

ONrCAMPUS SHUTTLE
SCHEDULE OF
OPERATION:

Buses Operate
Continuously,
Monday • Friday
7 A.M. • 7 P.M.,
(CLASS DAYS ONLY)

..
The·operating hours are
Monday thru Friday 7A.M.·until 7P.M. ·
These maps may be used for handy reference..
~

i

ON·CAMPUS SHUTI'LE
SCHEDULE OF
OPERATION:

Buses Operate
Continuously,
, Monday • Friday
7 A.M. • 7 P.M.,
(CLASS DAYS ONLY)
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UCF

15, SOUTH CAROLINA 24

A slow defensive start -did the
Knights inlast Thursday at . ,
South -C arolina as UCF fell to
the Gamecocks 24-15, despite a
furious fourth-quarte! rally
.
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UCF quarterback Steven Moffett 9rops back in the pocket during Thursday night's loss to the Gamecocks in South Carolina. The Knights gave Steve Spurrier and the Gamecocks a scare in the fourth quarter, but early game mis~akes on defense proved to be too much for-UCF to overcome.

Knl.q_~ts at Gamecocks

UCF lost, but showed that this year things will be different
ANDY VASQUEZ

·

Sports Editor

COLUMBIA, S.C. ...:..... The UCF football team
may have fallen short last Thursday against Steve
Spurrier and the South Carolina Gamecocks, but
despite the loss one thing is for certain.
T,his is not the same football team that went Oil last year.
Despite a furious run spearheaded by the
Knights' defense in the fourth quarter, UCF could
not complete the comeback and fell to the Gamecocks 24-15 in front of 82,753 fans at WilliamsBrice Stadium on the campus of the University of
South Carolina.
"They had a chance," UCF Coach George
O'Leary said. 'M the things out there· are c0rrectable, that we made mistakes with, we just

PLEASE SEE

'

Lacking offensive chemistry results in upset
Senior Staff Writer

A disorganized offensive effort by
the No. 27 Golden Knights led to their
2-0 loss to Ole Miss on Saturday
evening. The Knights (1-2) managed
only four shots and two shots on goal 1
throughout the contest.
The Rebels (3-0) played solid
defense throughout the game and
turned on the offensive pressure when
they needed to.
"I'm disappointed with our overall
effort tonight," said Knights Coach,
Amanda Cromwell. "We played well in
'

Passing

UCF, Steven Moffett
27 of 39 for 258 yards
1touchdown,1 interception
USC, Blake Mitchell
18 of 23 for 330 yards
3touchdowns, no interceptions

Rushing
UCF: 41carries for 83 yards
USC: 28 carries for 32 yards

Receiving
UCF, Mike Walker
9 receptions for 105 yards,1 touchdown
UCF, Brandon Marshall
10 receptions for 102 yards

Defense
ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRALFlORIDA FUTURE

Women suffer loss
to underdog Rebels
NATHAN POEKERT

KtY STATS

have to get better in some areas."
The Knights got off to a nightmarish start, giving up two quick touchdowns in the first quarter, .
but recovered nicely to put a considerable
amo1:1Ilt of pressure on USC in the fourth quarter,
garnering the attention of Gamecock's Coach
Steve Spurrier.
"They outplayed us," Spurrier said. "They
probably out-hit us a little bit as far as the line of
scrimmage goes, especially their defensive linemen they were tough, we couldn't budge em'
much ... But we're 1-0 and we're hot gonna sit
around here and cry about it because we could
have lost the dagummed thing."
UCF, which is ranked No. 1 on ESPN's bottom
10 ·list ranking the worst college football teams in

the first half and still played well even
after they scored the first goal. We just ·
co~dn't get the offense to click like we
did against UC [Santa Barbara]."
The Golden Knights played well in
their defensive zone and in the midfield They, however, could not manage to penetrate the Rebel's defense
when they attacked deep in the zone.
UCF spent much of the first half
attacking, but were only able to get two
shots on goal in the first half. The
Knights seemed to play as if they were
under constant pressure in the Rebel's
PLEASE SEE
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George O'Leary roams the sideline Thursday night in Columbia, S.C. He is n~w 0-12 at UCF.

UCF: 3sacks for a loss of 27 yards
USC: 6sacks for a loss of 38 yards

Rashwan helps lead Knight~ to victory
BRIAN MURPHY

UCF soccer
player Adham
Rashwan fights
for the ball in
Friday night's
1-0 victory over
Lafayette.
Rashwan's firsthalf goal was
the only one of
the game.

Staff Writer

On a damp and gloomy evening,
the UCF men's soccer team was able
to get their season off to a bright
start.
With impressive play on offense
from sophomore Adham Rashwan
and stellar work in net by senior goaltender Ryan Mcintosh, the Golden
Knights won their season debut, 1-0,
over Lafayette College mi Friday
night at the UCF soccer complex.
Even though UCF was dominant
throughout the game·- the Knights
had seven more corner kicks and outshot Lafayette 9-4 - Coach Brent
Erwin admitted that this victory did
not come easy.
"For us to win a game like that, it is
extremely important, especially this
early in the year," Erwin said. "I was
proud of the boys tonight. Playing
\J

ANDY VASQUEZ/ CENTRAL F~ORIDA FUTURE

against a team that is so organized,
we couldn't do some of the things
that we normally want to do. I felt we
adjusted well. I think our guys preformed very admirably."
UCF had the opportunity to seize

i

the early lead, but they could not take
advantage on any of the three corner ,
kicks they had in th~ first 15 minutes
of play. Freshman Mike Mattson had
PLEASESEE
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Trojans title defense starts ideally
in paradise with win over Hawaii

ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Steven Moffett stands behind center during Thursday's 24-1 Sloss to South Carolina. The offensive line gave up six sacks, but were {ar more effective than they were last season, as Moffett had tim,e to find his targets all night long.

Miscues should provide lessons
FROM

A9

the country, extended the worst losing
stre$1n the nation to 16 games, but in
thej,rocess showed that they will.be a
far more competitive than they were ·
last year.
The Knights defense was tough
down the stretch only allowing seven
points to the Gamecoc~ in the second
half, none coming in the fourth quarter.
...
UCF quarterback Steven Moffett
was impressive leading the offense in
his season opener, as he was 27 of 39
for 258 yards, one touchdown and one
interception. His main targets were
also solid as both Brandon Marshall
and Mike Walker were more than 100
yards in receiving.
Dontavius Wilcox got the start at
tailback, but true freshman Kevin .
Smith and junior Jason Peters received
carried the load each receiving 13 carries for a combined total of90 yards on
the ground.
The Knights got off to a shaky start
and were never able to recover as the
Gamecocks scored 14 of their 24
points in the first eight minutes of the
game.
Both touchdowns were the results
of big plays that the UCF defense gave
up to the Gamecocks.
The first came on the South Carolina's opening drive, when USC quar. terback Blake .Mitchell Noah Whiteside streaking past the sluggish UCF
for a 49-yard touchdown pass on the
fifth play of the game.
· Minutes later, after a three and out
for the Knights, Mitchell found tailback Mike Davis on a screen pass
· behind the line of scrimmage. Davis
beat the UCF defense and bolted
down the sideline for a 64-yard gain
before the Knights' defense caught
up with him on the six-yard line. Two
Plays later Mitchell found tight end
Andy Boyd wide open in the end
zone to give the Gamecocks the early
14-0 lead.
·
"Obviously I thought we gave up
too many big plays in the first half on
defense," O'Leary said. ''And you qm't
do that against SEC teams or any team
... We gave up way to many big plays
on defense, and you can't do that and
win games."
The combination of ·the large
crowd and the game being nationally
televised may have contributed to the
Knights lack of defensive energy early.
"I think they started off a little bigeyed," O'Leary said. ''A little starry
ey~d when they started the game, but I
think they settled in and they competed they really did."
The Knights managed a field goal
out of a solid drive to end the first

ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

South Carolina Coach Steve Spurrier prowls the sideline before his return to college football against the Knights.

quarter, but could not score again, and
trailed 17.-3 at halftime.
.
Mitchell picked apart the UCF secondary throughout the first half, with
283 of the Gamecocks 330 yards coming before the intermission.
The tide started to turn in the third
quarter as the Knights began to outplay South Carolina, but it still wasn't
showing on the scoreboard.
. UCF started the third quarter with
the ball and embarked on a long drive
that would take them deep into Gamecock territory.
With the ball on the South Carolina
25 the Knights faced third and four, but
were unabie to come up with a first
down. UCF settled for the 40-yard
field goal attempt, which kicker Matt
Prater missed.
The Gamecocks dealt the Knights a
devastating blow_on their next drive as
they came down the field in only 1:4i
and converted with a 25-yard touchdown catch by wide receiver Syvelle
Newton, which came the play after a
costly 15-yard "roughing the passer"
penalty by the Knights Glenroy
Watkins.
The Knights now trailed 24-3 and it
looked as if the game was well out of
reach, and the Knights continued to
struggle.
UCF drove the ball down the field
again, with Knights quarterback

"They outplayed
us . .. But we're not
going to sit around
here and cry about
· it because we
could have lost the
dagummed thing."
- SOUTH CAROLINA COACH STEVE SPURRIER
ON THE GAMECOCKS 24-15 WIN OVER UCF

Steven Moffett leading the way for the
Knights, as he had 10 consecutive completions, a career high, to start the
third quarter.
The Knights drove the ball easily
down the field again, the key play
coming on third down and one on the
USC 39-yard line where Moffett found
wide receiver Mike Walker for a seven
yard gain.
But once again the Knights were
unable to get any points out of their
drive as they failed to convert on
fourth down and ll, giving the ball
back to the Gamecocks on their 35

yard line.
The Knights continued to get
opportunities but were unable to capitalize. USC backup quarterback Antonio Heffner ran for the .first down on
third and fourth, but was stopped
short by the Knights defense, and the
ball came loose.
UCF linebacker Chris Welsh was
there to pick up the ball, giving the
Knights possession with 25 seconds
left in the third quarter; however the
Knights went three plays, lost eight
yards and were forced to punt.
On the punt USC returner Jonathan
Joseph bobbled the ball right into the
hands of UCF's Ron Ellis.
The Knights were only left with 17
yards to get into the end zone and they
capitalized on third and six when Moffett connected with Walker for a 13yard touchdown pass.
UCF now trailed 10 to 24 with just
under 13 minutes remaining.
After the kickoff the Knights defense
. shut down the Gamecocks sacking
Mitchell for a ioss oflO yards and nearly earning a safety. USC was forced to
punt after three plays and the Knights
had the ball in great field position.
UCF drove the ball to the Gamecock's 10-yard line where they faced
third and four, but quarterback Steven
Moffett was sacked and instead of
shooting for the end zone on fourth 6
from the 12-yard line O'Leary decided
to kick the field goal.
The Knights now trailed 13-PI-, and
on the ensuing kickoff USC's Syvelle
- Newton took a1hard 'hit from the
Knights Augustus Ashley and the ball
came loose. UCF's Sean Giluuly recovered the ball at the Gamecock's 20yard line, giving them an realistic
opportunity to draw within a field goal
of USC.
UCF charged to the Gamcock's
goal line and faced fourth and goal
from the 1-yard line, but were unable to
capitalize, when freshman running
back Kevin Smith failed to jump over
the USC defensive line.
"Our defense couldn't get them off
the field," Spurrier said. "But we were
tough inside the 20, they had it down
there a whole bunch of times and only
came out with 13 points, so that's how
we won the game."
The Knights lost, but the fact that
they were able to put pressure on the
Gamecocks late in the contest was
impressive considering their inability
to compete in the fourth quarter last
season.
The Knights next game of the season is next Thursday when they travel to Raymond James Stadium in
Tampa to take on USE It will mark the
first time the two schools have ever
faced each other on-the football field.

Mcintosh earns 19th career shutout in season opener
FROM
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the best chance to put something on
the board with the third corner kick,
but his shot was knocked away by
Leopard goalkeeper Mike Tortora.
The contest's lone goal came in
the 22nd minute. Senior captain Billy
Judino sent -a crosspass towards
Rashwan as the sophomore made a·
beeline for the goal and he knocked it
past Tortora. Mcintosh preserved the
W'ifby collecting four saves, -en route
to ,his 19th career shutout.
'The assist brought Judino to 15 for
his UCF career, tying him for 9th in

school history. The goal for Rashwan
Apparently Erwin had nothing to
was his third in .t hree games, includ- worry about as the Knights contining the preseason. When asked the ued their winning ways on Sunday
reason for his offensive breakthrough playing host to CCSU.
so far this season Rashwan respondUCF tallied a 4-11 victory over
ed, "Just gotta win."
CCSU at the UCF Soccer Complex to
"Last year, I had a disappointing open up the season 2-0.
year," Rashwan said. "So I am trying
The Knights struck first with
to make up for it, playing every game when freshman forward Mike Madlike it's my last."
sen scored the first goal of his colleIn.regards to Rashwan, Erwin does giate career, assisted by Rodrigo
not want to mess with a good thing.
Shadeck and Rafael Teixeira.
"I am not going to say anything
UCF extended the lead in the last
else about him," Erwin said with a Jilinute of the first half when Jon
sll]ile. "The guy is scoring goals; I illrran, last year's leading goal scorer,
don't want to jinx him."
scored off a pa~ s fron Tudii to. ·

Rashwan struck again in the 6lst
minute on an unassisted goal, his second of the year. And his brother,
Islam Rashwaµ got in on the ~ction in
the 77th minute when he scored off a
pass from Tyler Davis to extend the
UCF lead to 4-0.
CCSU scored in the final 10 minut~s to spoil a nearly two game scoreless streJlk for goaltender Ryan Mcintosh.
The Knights continue their sixgame homestand a week from today
a~ the UCF Soccer Complex when
they take on former A-Sun rival Stetson.

HONOLULU L- The offense was as
explosive as ever. The defense
answered a lot of questions.
Southern California, led by Reisman
'frophy winner Matt Leinart, opened its
season with the defense the only uncertainty surrounding the No. l 'frojans.
USC's defense had lost six starters
from last year, including its ·leaders in
tackles, sacks, interceptions and forced
fumbles. On Saturday, the defense did
its part as USC started its .quest for a
third straight national championship
with a 63-17 victory over Hawaii.
"The defense played well because
the run-and-shoot is truly a challenge,"
USC coach Pete Carroll said
Hawaii, which averaged 35.9 points
last year, began moving the ball well,
surprising USC with a number of running plays. The Warriors had the ball on
USC's 38 on the opening drive, but safety Darnell Bing ended · the scoring
threat by intercepting and returning the
ball 65 yards for a touchdown.
USC's offense took care of the rest
- the 63 points were the most USC
sco,red since 1989 when it had 66 against
Utah State.
''All in all, it was a great day," Carroll
said "It was a really good start for us."
Leinart, who threw for 332 yards and
three touchdowns, said it was a great
way to begin the season.
'We put up a lot of points, and I had ·
a great time in Hawaii:' he ~aid "The
weather was tough, it was hot, but we
adjusted well and played our game:'
The,Trojans' 23rd straight win went
a lot like their 22nd - a 55-19 demolition
of Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl in January that featured five touchdown passes by Leinart and capped a 13-0 season.
Dwayne Jarrett caught three touch!iown passes for USC, including a 28yarder that helped Leinart break Carson Palmer's USC record' of 72
touchdown passes. Leinart has 74.
Leinart, who sat out the fourth quarter, went 18-for-24 with scoring passes
of22, 28 and 67 yards. The left-hander,
who passed up a chance to be the first
pick in the NFL draft to return for his
senior sea5on, is 26-1 as a starter.
"I don't evei: regret my decision,"
Leinart said. "I don't think twic.e about
it."
The Warriors kept it respectable
until the Trojans struck for four touchdowns in the third quarter, including
two scores in 10 seconds, to lead 49-10.
Reggie Bush, a Reisman finalist,
rushed 12 times for 86 yards and two
touchdowns, including a·41-yard score
that put the Trojans up 21-3 at the break.
He also caught four passes for 58 yards.
Bush called the victory a "small
step" in T)SC's title bid and said the 'frojans cannot afford to be careless. -

Oklamhoma starts season with
embarassing upset loss to TCU at home
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NORMAN, Okla - By eliminating
Adrian Peterson, TCU made Oklahoma
look nothing like a team that was
ranked seventh in the country and had
been to back-to-back BCS title games.
Instead, the Sooners were just plain
ordinary.
After setting an NCAA record with
1,925 rushing yards as a freshman, Peterson ran for only 63 yards in Oklahoma's
17-10 loss to the Homed Frogs on Saturday. On only one drive did he resemble
the Heisman Trophy runner-up from a
year ago.
"We didn't care if he was Adrian
Peterson or not," TCU defens_ive end
Tommy Blake said. "Whoever was run. ning the ball, we just planned to stop the
run and make them pa5s the ball."
TCU held Oklahoma below 100
yards rushing for only the second time
in its last 14 games, and quarterbacks
Paul Thompson and Rhett Bomar were
unable to keep the Frogs off Peterson's
back. Bomar said th_e Frogs blitzed often
and played eight men in the box with a
priopty on stopping the run.
"We didn't take advantage of that
and beat them deep passing the ball,"
Bomar said. "That kind of killed us."
Thompson, who beat out Bomar for
the starting job, threw for 109 yards on
ll-for-26 passing and had one interception and one fumble. He was noticeably
offtarget several times, including on the
opening play of the game. After faking a
handoff to Peterson, Thompson over. threw Travis Wilson as he streaked
wide open on a post pattern down the
left hash. Wilson laid out to try to make
the catch, but it still sailed over his outstretched arms.
Bomar started strong with a 28-yard
run on his first snap, but didn't fare
much better overall He was 2-for-5 for
19 yards and also fumbled to set up
TCU's winning score.
Fingers could be pointed elsewhere,
too. In addition to the ineffective quarterbacks, Coach Bob Stoops said the
Sooners didn't run the ball consistently
and didn't protect the passer. He also
questioned the team's toughness and
attitude.
Defensive tackle Dusty Dvoracek
said the defense gave up big plays a~
inopportune times and had players out
of position.
'We never got tough, and we never
hitd the attitude we needed to win," said
Dvoracek, one of the team's four captains.
The offensive line, wll},ch lost three
PLEASE SEE
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Volleyball finishes third in Minnesota
tocy and was named to the all-tournament
team.
"Katie Kohnen was spectacular," Coach
Meg Colado said. "Kim [ Clonan] did a real
good job and had excellent set distribution."
Clonan, a sophomore setter, had a season-high 41 assist.s, and junior outside hitter
ANDY JACOBSOHN
Maina Heming had a double-double, with
Contributing Writer
12 kills and 12 'digs.
.
The UCF volleyball team won its first
'Three other Knights had 10 kills ~ the
match of the season and finished third in a match: junior co-captain and middle blocktournament at the University ofMiru;iesota er Jana Mitchell, sophomore outside hitter
last Weekend.
· 'Schanell Neiderw0rder and freshman midThe Knights defeated North Dakota dle blocker Jenny Heppert. The Knights
State University (30-22, 30-28, 30-23) in the had a .290 hitting percentage.
evening consolation round Saturday at the
UCF's place in the consolation match
Diet Coke Classic in their fifth road match was determined the night before by losses
of the season.
to Xavier and Minnesota, the nation's sixthUCF takes a 1-4 record into Friday's ranked team.
match at 7 p.m. at Bethune-Cookman. The
In the loss to Xavier (30-18, 31-29, 30-27),
·Knights' first home match is Sept. 20.
junior middle blocker Jana Mitchell, a
Senior libero and co-captain Katie native of Champlin, Minn., had 10 kills and
Kohnen had a match-best 21' digs in the vie- five of the Knights' seven blocks. Kohnen's

Knights fmish strong after ·
, dropping first two·games ·of
prestigious tournament
·~

,,

12 digs led UCF, which had a .ll7 attack percentage, compared with the Musketeers'
.254.
.
The Golden Gophers, who won their
own tournament, had previously outmatched the Golden Knights (30-13, 30-21,
30-26) before 3,692 fans in the Sports Pavilion. Heming totaled 10 kills arid Clonan
contributed 16 assists, but UCF managed
only a -.017 hitting percentage, to 'Minneso-:
·
ta's .261.
Before traveling to Mipnesota, UCF lost
3-1 (24-30, 30-23, 30-23, 30-22) at Jacksonville
on Wednesday. The Knights outhit the Dolphins .325-.095 in the first game but finished
with a .185 attack percentage for the match.
Mitchell had a career-high 16 kills, and
Heming added 14.
Senior middle blocker Chaz Arah had a
career-high six blocks among UCF's n:·
Freshman libero Lindsay Randazzo had a
match-high 19 digs, and junior setter Leah
Alexander had 43 assists.

Run Your Ad Statewide
Place a classified ad in over 160 Florida newspapers and reach
·
over 5 Million readers for just $450.
Place a display 2x2 or 2x4 in 113 Florida newspapers and reach
over 4 Million readers.

www'.florida-classifieds.com
Keach over 4 Million Readers by calling this ncvvspapcr or
Florida Press Service

(866 )742-1373

Women struggle to score without Flock
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Attend 15 home sporting events during the Fall and
Spring Semester for your chance to win a trip for 2,
all expenses paid, to one of these destinations. Log
onto www.UCFAthletics.com for more information
and to get schedules for all UCF sports!!!
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Freshman midfielder Hanna Wilde chases down the ball in Saturday night's loss to Ole Miss at,the UCF Soccer Complex. The Knights have seven games left in their eight-game homestand.
FROM A9

defensive end. Passes weren't
connecting and offensive
ll
opportunities were few. UCF
players admit that they weren't
on top of their game.
"It was frustrating because
., they played so well defensively,"
senior forward Jen Montgomery said. 'We were having
trouble just controlling . the
ball."
While the Rebels focused on
defeense for much of the first
half, they managed to score on
their only shot on goal. The
Rebels capitalized on a direct
kick from Jennifer Hance that
ricocheted off of the UCF wall
into the lower left hand comer
of the goal at 39:40.
"We were just inconsistent
1"
tonight," forward Courtney
Baines said. 'We played a great
opening, and even played well
after they scored their goal. But
our play that led up to that goal
was not good. We need to have
90 minutes of solid play to be
. · able to compete in this conference."
UCF began the second half
with more frustrations as they
seemed to, again, control the
ball well in their zone and in·the
midfield, but were unable to
penetrate the Rebel's defense.
Ole Miss began the game playing two attackers, four midfielders and four defensive players but switched to five

defenders in the second ruilf.
many offensive opportunities
The defensive change paid last season.
off as UCF was unable to put a
"Kendra is a great goal scorshot on goal throughout the sec- er," Cromwell said. "Games like
ond half.
tonight you need that one goal
Ole Miss put up their second from a player like her. She get~
goal at 54:57 in the second hal£ iii a zone that some of our other
Rebel Amy Gill penetrated the players can.'t. We hope she's
defense and drew out Knights only going.to be out for a couple
goalkeeper Jennifer Manis. · more weeks, but we're not
Once Gill saw Manis come out, sure."
Montgomery played most of
she flicked the ball high into the
air over Manis' outstretched last season on Flock's wing and
arm for the goal. Both Rebel's also attests to the difference
without her. "I played with
goals came unassisted.
· Ole Miss was visibly excited Kendra all last year and I think
after scori.J;lg the goals and after that if she had been on the field
the win. The Knights were today there would have been a
favored to win this contest and difference,''
it showed on the Rebel's bench
Courtney Baines agrees, but
after each goal. UCF should be also adds that losing a player to
prepared to face this type of injury is part of sports and they
emotion when they play their can't always rely on Flock.
opponents. Could the expecta- "Kendra is an awesome,player,P
tions and ranking hurt the she said. "Jen and Kendra
Knights in the long run though? played great together last sea- .·
"I don't think we put any son. But we need to get used to
pressure on ourselves with the not having her becm.~se we may
ranking and the expectations," not get her back this year."
Cromwell said. "Ole Miss is a
UCF out-sh9t the Rebels 6-4.
good team and we're going to Shots · on goal were tied 2-2.
play good teams this year..They Knights keeper, Jennifer Manis
counted this as a big win for ended the game with 0 saves.
them bec;:ause they will be look- Rebel's keeper Megan Vickery
ing for an at large bid at the end ended with two saves, both
of the sea5on."
·
coming in the first hal£
One presence on the field
The Knights played on Monthat is definitely missed for day against Buffalo, who was in
UCF is the absence of forward attendance in the UCF vs. Ole
Kendra Flock. Flock led the Miss game. Results of that game
Golden·Knights in scoring last were not available before press
season and was able to create time.
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starters from last season and
had starting right tackle Akim
Millington surprisingly quit five
days before the opener,
received a lot of criticism. Of
Peterson's 22 carries, he didn't
get past the line of scrimmage
on eight.

Leak impressive while
leading Florida to victory
GAINESVILLE Chris·
Leak completed 26 of 34 passes
for 320 yards and three touchdowns, broke Steve Spurrier's
school record for consecutive
completions and led No. 10
Florida to a victory over
Wyoming in Urban Meyer's
' debut with the <tators.

The offense sputtered at
times, but made several big
plays and scored touchdowns
on three passes from Leak to
Chad Jackson. The receiver finished with 10 catches for 138
yards and added a 5-yard scoring run in the fourth quarter.
Wyoming (0-1) relied on
freshman running back Wynel
Seldon because of knee injuries
to Ivan Harrison and Joe Harris.
Seldon ran 18 times for 56 yards

Weis and Fighting Irish beat
down Wannstedfs Panthers
PITTSBURGH Brady
Quinn ran Charlie Weis' offense
lik~ a college version of Tom
Brady, leading touchdown
drives on five of Notre Dame's
first six p vssessions in a rout

that was over by halftime.
The anticipated matchup of
two former NFL coaches
turned college head coaches Weis, the former New England
offensive wizard, vs. Dave
Wannstedt, a one-time defensive coordinator and the former
coach of the Bears and Dolphins - was as big as mismatch
as the final score.
Except for one mterception,
Quinn couldn't have run the
Irish offense much better while
going 18-of-27 for 233 yards and
two touchdowns, one' to running back Darius Walker for 51
yards on Notre Dame's first
score and another to Jeff
Samardzija for 19 yards.
~
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Katrina's victims
deserve support
H

urricane Katrina hit the
Gulf Coast last Monday. A
day later, the levees protecting New Orleans breached,
flooding the already battered city
with water. Televisions across the
country still play footage of survivors clinging to roofs, bodies
lining the streets, parents who
lost their children and children
who lost their parents.
Stories of looting, violence
and rape trickle out of the city
causing many to ask why were so
many left behind? Why did so
many people stay?
When CNN showed viewer
e-mails Wednesday night the
results were shocking. E-mails
poured in condemning those
stuck in New Orleans, saying if
they didn't have the good sense
to leave when they could they
should take their punishment.
Somt! insisted that those stuck
in the city should receive help
last.
Many letters to the editor in
local papers and comments
around campus and in offices
reflected similar sentiments.
This shows a lack of compassion and a depth of ignorance
that is notl}ing short of shameful.
/
The truth is, while some
New Orleans residents chose to
stay, the vast majority were
unable to leave. Those too poor
or sick to travel, individuals and
families who did not own cars,
elderly shut-ins who slipped
through the cracks - these are

the people left behind These
are the people being pulled off
roofs and out of attics. These
are the people trapped in the
Superdome and convention
center.
..
These are the people torn
violently from their children,
parents, spouses and friends.
These are the people whose
bodies line Canal Street. These
are the people the government
tries desperately to rescue now,
after their failure to evacuate
them. These people deserve
our compassion and assistance.
They deserve our thoughts, our
prayers, our donations, our time
and our blood. They do not,
however, deserve our contempt.
A quarter of New Orleans
residents lived below or at the
poverty line. They are a class of
people Central Floridians are
all-too aware of. They labored
in the background of the tourist
trade for minimum wage and
lived in the rough-and-tumble,
low lying neighborhoods most
vulnerable to any type of levee
failure - a failure predicted by
scientists and public works officials since the early 1990s.
Without so much as a car or
bus fare, they were left with little recourse to flee Katrin-a.
Those who survived will also
lack the financial means to
recover.
This is not the time for a
"pull yourself up by your bootstraps" attitude. Leaving devastated people and their devastat-

ed home to recover alone is not
individualism; it's cold, heartless and callous.
This tragedy also begs the
question of why so many people were allowed to slip
through the cracks in the first
place. All the money spent over
the years u,nder the umbrella of
homeland security and the government couldn't find enough
trucks to assist in the evacuation of New Orleans?
All the planning that has
supposedly gon~ toward
preparing this country for
domestic disasters has obvious1
ly been for naught.
Government officials are
likely doing their best, but we
should have been more prepared. The federal government,
state government and the
American people should have
been better prepared. Appropriations, personnel and vehicles
are here now, but they were
needed a week ago.
Last year New Orleans was
given an evacuation test drive
under the threat of Hurricane
Ivan. Following that false alarm
the New Orleans daily newspaper The Times-Picayune ran a
disquieting article about the
"large group mostly ... concentrated in poorer neighborhoods" who wanted to evacuate ·
but lacked the resources.
If it was obvious the evacuation strategy had problems, why
wasn't something done about it
then? ·
'
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Nation mourns
death of Justice
T

he sudden death of U.S.
Supreme Court Chief
Justice William Rehn. quist added to the tragedy of
Hurricane Katrina and the
· : mounting challenges facing
, America in the months ahead.
· At a time when the devasta. tion of the largest natural disas: . ter to face our country is affecting all Americans profoundly,
· the legacy that Chief Justice
Rehnquist leaves behind, and
the promise his vacant post .
holds for our nation's future, is
a greatly needed reminder of
the best America can be.
Rehnquist had an wide
reaching career, encompassing
Roe V. Wade, the Clinton
impeachment .and, most recently, the controversial decision
concerning the 2000 election.
While some justice's will
stray from their traditional values once confirmed, Rehnquist
has ::i.lways been dependable as
a conservative and morally
guided vote on the issues facing
our nation.
Rehnquist began his career
as a Supreme Court Justice in
1972 after a nomination by President Richard Nixon brought
him to the highest court in the
nation.
Soon after his arrival he
secured his place in history as
one of only two justices to vote
against the highly publicized
Roe V. Wade decision which

'
overturned all state laws outlawing abortion.
After a distinguished career
of similar decisions, which if
nothing else exemplified his
determination to vote his mind
without external influence, he
was promoted to the honor of
chief justice by President
Ronald Reagan in 1986.
As chief justice, he would
oversee several historical situations. One of the most publicized wp.s the impeachment of
President Bill Clinton. Rehnquist presided over the Senate
trial that would acqtiit the U.S.
leader of the .charges.
Months later, Rehnquist
would find himself at the center
of another historical situation.
Amid the controversy and
insanity of the 2000 presidential election, the Supreme· Court
was charged with the responsibility of determining the constitutionality of the Florida
recounts.
Rehnquist served as one of
the five votes which ended the
Florida Recounts, and named
George Bush as the winrier of
the 2000 election.
Because of the strong leadership Rehnquist demonstrated
throughout his career, nominating a successor will be no easy
task. It is likely that the rampant
speculation and frantic lobbying of special interests groups
on both the left and right that

followed the surprise resignation of Associate Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor will occur again,
tripled.
President Bush must now
decide how to best fill Rehnquist's seat. One option is to
request O'Connor delay her
retirement for a year.
According to CNN, court
sources see this as a "consensus
pick" and predict opposition
from many conservatives. This
option would also leave O'Connor's seat open and would only
be a temporary solution.
Bush could also elevate one
of the associate court justices,
such as Antonin Scalia or
Clarence Thomas. This would
result in a contentious hearing
and two more hearings to fill
associate justice seats.
Finally, Bush could nominate
someone from outside the
courts.
After nominating John
Roberts, a white conservative
judge, to fill O'Connor's seat,
Bush will be under pressure to
name a woman or a hispanic to
fill the second vacancy. When
O'Connor retires, Justice Ruth·
Bader Ginsburg will be the only
woman on the court.
Bush has vowed to move
quickly onto Rehnquist's successor. No matter what decision
Bush makes, the powerful name
Rehnquist will echo throughout
the debates.
•
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READER VIEWS

As a two-year veteran of riding the shuttles every day, I understand the importance
of using them to get to school and free up
parking for those who have to drive to class.
However; I do not think it is a good deed
to advocate the shuttles and make students
that don't ride them feel that they are singlehandedly depleting the gas supply and are
responsible for the soaring prices.
Trying to increase ridership on my shuttle
route would be a horrible mistake. Last week,
by the time we got to the last complex there
were no spots available, including standing!
Our driver had to tell the people waiting to
get on the next one. On day there were 30
people waiting at the second stop when the
driver pulled up, let people out and slammed
the doors shut and drove off.
Assuredly, he received 30 appropriate gestures for this heinous act. Route 4 currently
services three complexes with only two
buses, with the ridership drastically increasing we have just as much demand as Pegasus
Landing, which currently ,has five shuttles. So
before you make the trumpet call herding
everyone to the buses make sure the shuttles
can handle it because right now they can't.
- JULIE TAYLOR

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and pho'ne number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to edifor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-447-4558.
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Packed shuttle bad choice

I can't believe after all the stones that this
illustrious paper has written about the wonders and dramatic positive impact of using
public transportation that the shuttle service
would so utterly fail to live up to the praise. I
am speaking about Route No. 9.
,
It traverses to some of the various buildings in Research Parkway that house some of
the offices and research labs that are busy
providing funding, organization and prestige
to UCF. But sadly the students, faculty and
support staff who might require a ride into
campus for a break, or to attend or teach a
class, have found themselves stranded. From
wait times exc~eding 30 minutes, driver's
bathroom breaks lasting more than 15 minutes, to bus drivers with potentially dangerous driving, the passengers of this route find
daunting obstacles to achieve their desired
destination.
Why doesn't the UCF Parking and Transportation Services fire the professional drivers and hire students? They could easily hire
double the number of students and lower the
shift times of the drivers. This would
increase efficiency and allow the department
to expand the bus fleet in the future. Students
would understand that being late to a test or
class is not an option and many of those
requiring a job to offset rising gas prices
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would be supplied with one..
However, I suspect UCF has a contract
We are commencing a massive gasoline
with some busing company to provide drivboycott scheduled for Sept. 15 between 6 a.m. ers for leased buses. In that case let's adopt a
and midnight in direct response to the
GPS tracking system, which several universiincreasing gas prices throughout the nation.
ties, businesses and public systems have
As a collective voice through boycotting, we
done, to force the drivers to follow whatever
can hope to make a difference.
· regulations they are subject to by contract.
Price gouging is unconstitutional and peoI am considering buying a parking pass to
ple such as the poor and middle class are the avoid the frre of'the buses for the frying pan
most affected. We must come together as a ·
of fighting thousands of my peers for a qualination and protest this gouging. This boycott ty parking spot. I hope that my outrage in this
takes a non-political partisan stance, it is
matter will be considered and acted upon to
strickly in response to tbe price increases in
ensure that future attendees of this great unigasoline. Please help us get the word out.
versity don't have to be subject to such terri- HELEN C. BALLESTAS ble conditions as I have experienced.

Protest price gouging
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Even a close loss can make me feel cocky again

,>

Before I get off on my weekly rant, I just
need to express my concern for the people
in New Orleans.
'
Every ounce of my heart belongs to the
people battling through this atrocious situation. I have literally been depi::essed and sick
watching the news every day and not a second goes by that I don't wish this wasn't happening.
' I Wish we could live in a perfect world
and events like Hurricane Katrina would
never happen. This has been a nightmare
and I can only pray to God every day that
these people will survive.
I am not lying when I say that I seriously
considered giving up my time and livelihood
for however long it takes to go to New
Orleans and volunteer to help these people. I
spent the better halves of Wednesday and
Thursday contemplating my life and what
I've done and what these people are going
through and I was ready to give up the next
two years of my life to move up there and
help as much as I could rm not lying.
With that said, I always believe that
laughter is the best medicine, so here'goes
nothing.
Thursday's 24-15 loss to South Carolina
was the first time in more than a year that I
was actually proud of our football team.·
From my view on the sidelines, UCF didn't
look like a team that was just losing yet
another game. The Knights showed a lot of
promise and could have - or maybe should
have - won that game. The opportunities
were the+e and the only thing that showed
was that it is still a very young program.
Steven Moffett looked fantastic at times.
Instead of last year's '~low the whistle, blow
the whistle" offense, Moffett had confidence
and poise and stayed tough even when the
pocket was collapsing faster than Tara Reid's
career.
It didn't hurt that Moffett had Mike Walker making catches like a Chinese acrobat,
either. In fact, something a lot of people
haven't noticed was that we had two 100-

MOUTHING OFF
' ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

yard receivers - Walker and Brandon Marshall - in the same game. The last time that
happened, Kevin Federline was poor and
lazy. And the n~rs don't show it too
well, but I have a good feeling that we'll be
talking about Kevin Smith the same way we
talk about Alex Haynes and Marquette
Smith.
No one can argue that the defensive line
wasn't the MVP of this game. A total of 32
rushing yards was all Paul Carrington and
Co. allowed to USC when Steve Spurrier
intended from the beginning to run the ball
down our throats. The d-line was simply
outstanding. I wish the same could be said
for our secondary, but I'll take what I can get
at this point Sometimes when you want filet
mignon, you have to settle for beef jerky.
As for USC, if ever there will be an entertaining college football game, it will be Saturday when the Gamecocks face Georgia. The
Bulldogs are going to annihilate Spurrier's
subpar squad That game is going to be as
lopsided as Kirstie Alley and the dude who
played ·W ebster sharing a bus bench. USF
needs to watch out as well I'm pretty sure
there's a losing streak ending on Sept 17 and
it's happening in Tampa. Mark my words.
There was a lot going on around me
Thursday night, so I'm just going to throw ·
some of my trip's highlights out there...
Thirty minutes before kickoff, I was sitting on a bench on the sideline playing with

the camera. This drunk behind me kept saying "Central Florida" really lightly. He wasn't
yelling but he wasn't whispering. I figured
he's ·talking to the players. Then a wood chip
flies by me. I tum around and this future gas station attendant is staring at me. With a
look ofbrilliance like he had the most amazing insult for me, he said, "Central Florida
sucks:'
Normally this is where I get crazy'and fly
off the wall in defense mode. But I simply
replied, "We've lost 15 games in a row and
you can't come up with anything better?''
Then I may have encouraged him to have ·
another jug of moonshine and I may have
called him a hillbilly, but I'm not sure.
ESPN sideline reporter Erin Andrews is
probably the most beautiful woman alive.
rm also pretty sure I could have been arrested for stalking Thur5day night I followed
her aroilnd so much that people might have
thought I Was her keychain.
I watched the replay of the game back at
the hotel that night and saw myself on TV
three or four times. I guarantee no one else
did and I'm probably the only person in the
world who is lame enough to sit there playing ''Where's Burnsy?'' On one play, the USC
defense rushed Moffett out of bounds right
in front ofme. My glorious TV moment at
this game was running like a girl toward the
crowd Thank God there wasn't a microphone to pick up my screaming.
Finally, there's nothing more embarrassing than 15 people in a crowd chanting your
name and sure enough the people I went
with did just that I hate my frienQl;. However, when it comes to crowds, I love going to
an away game where 80,000 fat1s show up to
support the Cocks and for 10 minutes during
the second half our 1,200 fans were louder
and more inten5e. .
Last time I checked, USF doesn't have
80,000 fans. Mark my words, Bulls.'

Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com
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YOU HAVE OPTIONS ...
I CAN HELP
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FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

RICHARD

E.

HORNSBY,

P.A.

CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEY

(407) 540-1551 or Toll Free (866)540-1551 -

www.orlandocriminallaw.com
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask me to send you , ,
free written information about my qualifications and experiences. •
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Singles Challenge league
•Meet new people at your
ski/I level
•Exciting play & prizes
•Professionally organized

...

SIGN UP ONLINE

$30.00 for
eigtit weeks
hl1p://goinesville.chanengemostertennis.com
Or coll 352-376-8250
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Karaoke
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Blues Jam, 5 - 9 p.m.
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Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:ParHime
Help Wanted: FuU-nme
Business Opportunities
For Rent H'11es
For Rent Apartments
Rooll!fllates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive

$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
JNR Adjustment Company has available
. positions for immediate hiring. We are
looking for energetic, self-motivated
individuals in the collections and claims
industry. The position is based on hourly
rate together with commission structure.
We will train, experience is a plus. Email
resume to: scott@jnrflorida.com or fax
to: 407-207-5633, for a personal
interview.
Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vjsta area.
Good Transportation a must. Fax
inquiries to 407-658-6103
Delivery & warehouse for coffee products
co in Maitland. Detail and customer
service oriented. Litt up to 50 lbs.
Call Mon-Fri, 9-12. 407-786-1118.
Office Supply Company Seeking High
Energy Self Motivated Sales Team.
$50/account. Flexible Hrs.
Contact Meredith@ 407-281-9901

350 For Sale: Homes
375 For Sale: Pets

400 Services
500 Events
525 Events:Greeklife
550 Events: OCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Immediate opening for full, part time,
and on call team members. Work in
nearby Winter Park in a spectacular
country club setting. We need
individuals with positive attitudes and
professional demeanors to be banquet
servers, bartenders, servers, and
server assistants, outside services and
ground staff. We offer competitive
salary and benefits include: free meals,
tuition reimbursement, complimentary
monday golf, and full-time health
benefits.
Interlachen Country Club
2245 Interlachen Court
Winter Park, FL 32792
phone:407-657-0850
fax: 407-657-5037
cnaples@interlachenccfl.com
If you are a morning person, are clean
cut, friendly, hard working with a great
attitude and need a good job, apply
inside the Cingular bldg,
12150 Research Pkwy at Nature's Table
Cafe, 6 and 7:30 a.m. shifts available.
Apply M-F 2-5. Ask for Camille
The UCF Men's Basketball Team is
currently looking for a Team Manager to
assist the basketball team during
practices and games. If you are
interested, please contact:
John Whitford at (407) 823-1753.

Nanny needed for one child. 20 hrs/wk.
Good $$. Must love kids. Preferably
Education Major.
Call Sam@ 407-228-6699 I

WE PER~ECT COLLE6E Jog
Information &Training Seminars
Sept. 11
Sept. 16

Orlando, FL
Tallahassee, FL

877 725 0705
t>l(IOAMJOBS@B!6BADSfUOIONTiRA\li;;Lt°OM ·

SAUCY BELLA Now Hiring cooks,
servers, food runners and cashiers.
• We're looking for high energy,
aggressive individuals to help launch our
new location at 1700 W. Sand Lake Rd:
Ste. D-124. 407-857-1141
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando.
100% FREE to join.
click on Surveys.
Tropical Smoothje Cafe is looking for
energetic and outgoing people.
Flexible hours. Apply in person.
433 N. Mills Ave. inside the YMCA

Experienced Dishwasher Wanted
must be able to work from monday-friday
from 2pm-1 Opm
Call Boon@ 407-947-2420
Women ages 21 -30 you can help make
a miracle happen! Egg donors needed
to help women who are waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
· Medical Sales- Be a part of one of the 50
Fastest Growing companies in Silicon
Valley. The ideal candidate is a College
senior seeking a career in Medical
Equipment Sales. The position is a parttime field salesperson developing
relationships between doctors of various
specialties in Orlando, Gainesville, and
Ocala. The position pays $1 O/hour plus
gas and cell allowance plus lucrative
performance. bonuses. If you are a
motivated self-start.e r that wants to give
your career a Jump Start, emaJI your
cover letter and resume to
mdenker@arihrocare.com.
Clean cut, dependable vehicle. PT/FT
Average $400 weekly. 407-423-1055
Pfr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
...www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.
Widow in Winter Springs needs F help
with chlldren ages 15, 12 and 5 b/w
2 and 6 p.m. Mon-Fri. Flex. sched.
$10/hr. Call 407-359-7211.

Part-Time Nanny

LOCAL
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First issue:
Each addl issue:

$5
s3
SlO
• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
• Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Famous Phils Cheesesteaks looking for
cashiers and kitchen help. Apply at
University and Goldenrod (Unigold
shopping plaza) or call 484-686-5678.

f;l

In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-filrA

AD RATES

CJ-

KNIGHT rLOINJ~

No Boss. No Timesheets. No dresscode.
visit www.RightBrainTerrain.com
click on "STUDENTS" for info.

, [7

Part-Time Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential Learning.
For more information visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu

Customer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type
at ample speed. Located near
Orlando Intl. Airport. Flexible
schedule + great pay. AM/PM
positions available. Call Jon
@ 407-243-6150 ext 2168
or e-mail: jnieves@gosafco.com

FIZZ-FOCUS-FUEL GOOD
Looking for serious individuals to market
new energy drink! T his product cat~gory
did 8.8 billion last year! Visit ou r website
www.fuelgoodenergy.com or call
904-980-9212.

10:30-2:30 M-F Lunch Delivery Driver
w/in a 5 mile radius of downtown area
must be rel iable, has own transportation
(good pa_rt time money) 407-425-7814
Barn Help Wanted
Responsible and Reliable
Some experience w/ horses
Good Pay Call 407-489-7657

RECREATION AIDES,
LIFEGUARDS, SWIM
INSTRUCTORS, ATHL_ETIC
ASSISTANTS AND
COUNTER SERVICE
ATTENDANTS NEEDED!

Selling customer service representative
needed for local insurance agency.
Bilingual a plus. 440 or 220 license
preferred, but will help prepare for
licehsing if needed . Fax resumes to:
John @ 407-277-3682
Christian Preschool Teachers for
afternoons M-F (2:30-5:30) NEEDED for
·
. Union Park Christian School,
10301 E. Colonial Dr., If you love
children and the Lord, call 407-282-0551

The City of Oviedo Parks and Recreation Department has available positions in all of the above categories.
Must be 18orolder. (Lifeguards must
be certified in CPR and lifeguard
Training; Instructors must be certified
in CPR and WSI.) We offer a competitive wage and flexible schedule to
work around classes. Free access to
City facilities (gymnasium, fitness
room, aquatic facilities, tennis, racquetball and basketball courts). To
apply, visit www.cityofoviedo.net
and click on City Jobs, or apply in
person to Human Resources at City
Hall, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL

Cheerleadi ng or Gymnastics coach.
Reliable transportation. Exceflent pay.
Experienced with ages 2-1 2.
Call Robin@ 386-753-0772 ·

to help mother w/ after school activities
and homework for three children ages
1-6. Early education, speech or a
communication major is a BIG plus- Love
of working with children is a must. Hrsweekday afternoons, some night hrs, flex.
wendygaylor@Mllsouth.net or
407-895-4647

Camp Counselors for after school
program in Winter Springs. Experienced,
Energetic and enthusiastic 407-496-0113

MICROSOFT BRAND REPS NEEDEDI
Creative mktg or comm. major for
exciting on-campus guerrilla mktg, PR &
events! Great for resume, $1000
STIPEND° or new TABLET PC, plus
performance incentives! Send a resume
to campusreps@hotmail.com1

Babysitter needed for twins + 1 in
Apopka. Tues/Thurs 8am-5pm, $7/hr.
N/S, own transportation , childcare exp.;
A.SAP. Call 407-814-8449

Camp Counselors for after school
progran:i in Winter Springs. Experienced,
Energetic and enthusiastic 407-496-0113

PIT nanny needed. 2 - 3 days per week,
varied. Start immed. Call 407-306-7718
or 407-325-6651 .

32765.

Attention All UCF Students:

Kid's Nite Out
Now hiring professional caregivers, who love children
attd t1eed flexible hours. We especially tteed caregivers
for SeptetMber 2, attd weekends it1 October for group children's
evettts. Call 407-828-0920 ext. 0 for interview.
Are you interested in an 'exciting career?

.

••••••••••

\.J
•:•

Are you·a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••

.r

U.S.AIR FORCE

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

i

R•O,.T•C
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
Incentives
include:

• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
• $600 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250-$400) ·

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

Winter Break Externship

BEST PART- TIME
JOB IN O_RLANDO

-December 12-16, 2005
www.crc.ucf.edu

Uc

"C CARBB
.. RSERVICBS A:
1:·~ BxPBRlEN'rlAL LBARNING

Ferrell Commons Bldg. 7F Room 185
Phone: 407-823-2361
csel@mail.ucf.~du
Division of Academic Affairs

Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
co'mplex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057
( \

$600 WEEKLY Working through the
government part-time. No Experience. A
lot of Opportunities:(800)493-3688 Code
J-14.
DO YOU WANT CONTROL

•)

Of Your Life. Fire Your Boss.
Stop Climbing The Corporate
Ladder. 888-283-5603
www.choose2bhappy.com
Do you love candles?
Need extra cash? For more info
about selling gold canyon candles
Call Kim at 407-977-0159

rm

l)

FOR RENT·

Oviedo-2bed/2bath condo minutes to ·
UCF 1,000sf 1st fl. Carpet. No pets
$825/mo Joe@Russell Properties
407-339-2233x501 by appt. only.

3/2 house 2 rooms avail. near

Explore a specific career field while networking
with professionals within the co1nmunity.

2005

Facility operations technician for large
residential apartment complexes in the
Lake Buena Vista area. Permanent, FIT.
Excellent pay/benefits.
Fax response to (407) 658-6103

3/2 SFH w/ screened patio, all •
appliances included off Dean Rd.
Call Legacy Real Estate Group at
407-275-9595

DON.' T LET YOUR WINDOW
OF OPPORTUNITY PASS
YOU BY·!

,

Assistant Manager Position Available
Opening and Closing shifts prior
management exp. a plus apply in person
at 12219 University Blvd. next to
knightcorner bookstore

UCF high speed internet, satellite tv
$400 a month utilities included Call
407-729-9846 or 954-736-6405
Room For Rent- Male in 312 home
10 min fr UCF campus. Close to VCC
too, fenced back yard, cable/
roadrunner/ wireless, 2 car garage.
w/d, $425 + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty

<.)

Waterford Lakes 3/2/2 Home For Rent
Great location (1/2 mile from Waterford
Shopping Center) in Crystal Bay
subdivision off Mark Twain Blvd and
Alafaya. Built in 1998 w/ alarm system,
access to comm pool and recreation.
Huge master bdrm w/ his and hers sinks,
walk-in closets, pets ok, great neighbors.
Avail Sept 30th. $1395/mo. Call to
schedule appointment at 407-509-3030
or email me at luckyroll2@aol.com.
1 Room for rent - Share bathroom,
kitchen, & living room. $3SO/mo incl. util.
10 minutes to SCC, 11 minutes to UCF,
Oviedo area. Call Pat 407-792-9595

Apartments & Rooms Available All
. Florida Areas! Furn ished or
Unfurnished . Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM
2/2 Condo close to 408 & downtown.
$1100/mo incl water, cable, most
electric. Call owner 321-662-6611. ·
FREE RENT (no bills at all) In upscale
College Park - In exchange 20hrs/wk
child care. Private studio, flexible
hours. exc ref req. Female students
only. Call Melinda at 407-423-2021
or 407-694-104!;i

I
~

0)

Apartment for Rent
2/2 $710/month, 4/2 $750/ month. Water,
cable, local phone, included. Super close
to UCF call 407-380-6000 ask for Rachel

Only $350/mo. util. incl. No leasing. Two
rooms for rent in 3/2 home. 1O min west
.of UCF w/ sat. & internet. pref. 'N!S male
18-24 Contact Luke asap. 407-568-1462
F, quiet, clean n/smoker needed for furn.
private bed/bath. 15 min from UCF. No
pets. 550/month all incl. Lease optional.
Call Jennifer 407-366-3537

PEOPLE BECAUSE WHEN THIS
DO EXTRAORDINARY THINGS ...•

Call for an interview at one of
our two convenientlocations:

Orlando: 407-243-9400
Winter Park: 407-673-9700
www.DialAmerica.com/0 lando

. 2 rooms available in 3/2 home. 2 min
from UCF and Valencia. In the Dean
road area. all utilities included plus
satellite and DSL. $400-500/month
Call Hassan @ 407-575-5133

-~

1 Room for Rent in 4/2 Lake front home.
$450/mo. Includes full utilities, fully
furnished . Located in Casselbury (1 5
min away). Contact Matthew
310-525-0064 or quadrun16@aol.com
View all classifieds online anytime
atwww.ucrnews.com!
.~

...

r.

I

ACROSS

F student looking tor 2 F roommates to
share a 4/3 house. 1 bdrm furnished w/
bed, nightstand & desk. 1 unfurnished
bdrm. Great location: behind UCF. Nice,
quiet neighborhood. Ample bdrms w/
walk-in closets. N/S, NIP. New w/d to
share. $500 per month incl. utilities.
ASAP. Contact Natalia at (407) 782-2375
or naty1984@yahoo.com

•

AVALON PARK
AVALON LAKES
Upscale 2 Story-Home
Built 9/05--2900SQUFT.
Ready by Oct. 2005
5 BRs, 4 Full Baths
Luxurious Master $700.-1 Huge Studio .BR with
Bath/Superloft $900.-BR (Priv. Bath) $525.-BR (Shared Bath)$450
High Sp.lnt./Ali Appl.
For Profess.Group or
Students/Joint Lease
Call For Perfect MatOh
Anette: 407-716-0848

Grad/Undergrad, M/F Student
wanted for furnished BDRM In 3
bdrm home on lake, 6 mins from
UCF. $500/mo Incl. util, n/s, no pets,
sec sys, pool ~ tennis. Call
407-832-8160 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.
Furnished room, nice home near UCF.
Female preferred, nonsmoker, no pets
$450/month & share utilities.
Call 407-277-7080

.

Rooms In new house. Fully furn,
heated pool. Barbecue grlll, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll Incl. $600/mo.
· Call Nikki @ 561-212·6291.

.-

Spacious Bdrms located in Rybolt's
Preserve. 1.5 miles from campus. Reg
bdrm $500/mo includes utilities, $600 for
master. For more into, contact Jack @
954-812-1101.

Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For into and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

SKI LAKE HOUSE- 4 ,MJLES TO UCF
Ski, wakeboard, jetski, beach volleyball.
Big 5/2.5 FURNISHED house w/heated
pool. 2 Housemates wanted- $800/mo +
1/3 utilities each. 407-673-5600

22.
26.

UCF Area Homes For Sale
Call for free list of homes in the UCF
area. We specialize in finding UCF
· students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Mark
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622

27.
32.

M or F Roommate Wanted
33.
Room for rent in, 3/2 home in Ashington
J
Park. 3 miles from UCF. $525/mo incl
all util and wireless internet.
., 1
Call 407-207-8523.

Cron'e
Settee
Bacor;i chunk
Jung topic
Lampshade
support ,
Ocean flow
Race (a
motor)
Upon
One billion
years
Always, in
poetry
Hale and
hearty.
Sat astride
Chinese society
Discussed
again
Medicinal
shrub
Had a cupcake
2

3

34. Small monkey
35. Aromatic
herb
37. Black, in
verse
38. Sp~culating
40. Flower part
44. __ and
outs
45. Topndt~h
46. Scurried .
49. Pickup section
52. " - - Lisa"
53. Old stringed
instrument
54. Put to work
55. Lively spirit
56. Once around
t he sun
57. Reticent

DOWN
1 . ,Female pronoun
5

6

7

I
WE BUY HOUSES
Any Condition, Fire Damaged,
Divorce, Estate Sale, Moving,
Foreclosure, Bankruptcy, Jail,
Behind in Payments-OK!
(386) 295-8893 .

**'*$500-$50,000++ FREE·CASH
GRANTS! 2005! NEVER REPAYI
Personal/Medical Bills, School, New
Business-Home. As seeri on T.V. NO
CREDIT CHECK! Live Ope'rators! (800)270-1213 ext.95.

FOR SALE:
[i:m
~ Automotive

DEBT-FREE FUNDING
Cash advance tor your pending lawsuit.
Sell your payments tor structured
settlements, business notes, receivables,
private mortgages, and other income
streams. Call today! (407)281-7841
www.pegasusfinancing.com

2000 Gold Nissan Altima GXE
83,000 miles, $7,500 obo
Call 386-747-5973 or 407-679-6445
Ask for Julia!

Representing~

Insu ranee Consultants
of Central Florida
·
227 S. Orlando Ave., 1st Floor
Winter Park, FL 32789

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

of Florida

(407) 740-5337 Ext.209
21003-0205

www.VukonBlue.com
. You can also tist and
find apartments, cars,

1"'.lf tovrvdes and more.
' 2. Stage of
life
3 . Speed regulator
4. Fragment
5 . Breakfast
grain
6 . To's associate
7 . Understand
intuitively
8. Pierce
9

10

11

32
35

Fax(407)740-8786

email: harris@iccf.us ·website:www.iccf.us

9. P lace

10. Uproars
11. Warped
19. Raring to
go
21. Harem
chamber
22. Right now, __
doc!
23. Indian
weight
·•I
24. Long-bodied insect •
25. Drop a hint
28. Serious
29. China rose
30. School on
the
Thames
31. Bell sound
36. Astonish- • -,
ment
, 1·
39. Downy
duck
40. Bar
reorder
41. Implement
42. Magnani
of films
43. Sort of
average
47. Soap
ing~edient

45

48. Notable
time
50. Shade of
blond
51. Ottoman
title

52
55

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to.Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas a'n d Florida. Are you
connect ed? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Free! Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

Independent Agent

Looking tor F to share 3/3 in Pegasus
Landing. 1 BR w/ private bath. Avail
ASAP. No move-inl $535/Mo includes
util. Call Meaga!1 @ 386-679-8324

List It. Find It. Get It

15

AContractedGeneral
Agency for

Harris Springer

Female roommate in upper middle class
3/2 home. Clean, nonsmoker. Near
Univ. and Goldenrod. Includes lawn and
pool r(laint. $500/mo plus 1/3 utilities.
Call 407·493-4001

YukonBlue,..

.

400

1 Room Avail. in 3/2 House.
$500/mo includes all \Jtilities, cable,
Internet access, W/D, community
pool, and tennis cc,nlrts. For more
info call Bobby at 407-973-4751

•

26

NEED A LAWYER? All Criminal Defense
& Personal Injury. *Felonies *Domestic
Violence *Misdemeanors *DUI *Traffic
.•Auto Accident *Wrongful Death. "Protect
Your Rights" A-A-A Attorney Referral
Service (800)733-5342.

Two brand new black futon chairs
with black and silver end tables,
$150.00. One blue futon
couch/bed w/black frame, $75.
Sony Hi-Fi Stereo VCR, $50.
Must sell! Call 407-709-5098.

2 ROOMS FOR RENT
Females only. Brand new 4/2 home 5
mins away from UCF. $500/mo incl all
util, w/d, garage w/ remote, community
pool. Maria 407-977-7098 or
407-461-8197.

Sponsored by

I 12

Pillowtop Mattress Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $1.35. Can
Deliver! Cali Philip @· (407) 846-8822
Quality Wholesale Bedding '

Multiples rooms for rent!
Responsible roommates needed.
Corner of Lake Underhlll an~ 436.
$500/m·o, all utilities included.
Call Andrew at 321-432-3720

Avalon Park
Timber Creek
Upscale 2 Story-Home
, Just built In July 05
5 BRs, 3 full Baths
Luxurious Master $500.··
Reg. BRs $375 + Util.
High Sp.Intern.JAii Appl.
3 Rooms Left ($375)
For Profess.Group or
Students to Joif\ in
Anette: 407-716-d848
Add. Big Homes avail.nearby
Leon : 407-334-6658

16.
17.

20.

Solofleic Bench
w/bar and weight bands $299 will
deliver to campus or w/ln 5 miles
can 407·257-3684

Roommate wanted. 3/2 Waterford Lakes .
home. Phone, cable, utilities included.No
pets. $600/month. Contact Ryan
@ 407-384-6109 or 407-694-8986

2 rooms avail in 4/2 home 2 mins from
UCF/Dean Rd area. Huge back porch
overlooking pond. $425/mo + 1/4 util.
Avail now. Call Justin (407) 489-8127

14.
15.

1994 Honda Civic EX tour door.
133,000 mi. $2995, Call 386-451-8339

Solid oak waterbed set w/bookcase
headboard and 5 drawer chest. Queen
size free flow mattress & heater.
Asking $220. Cali 407-353-0280.

'.

•

•

Male roommate needed tor sublease in
4/2.5 @ University House Alataya close
to UCF. Sept rent-free, then $465/Mo
includes afl utilities. Free shuttle to UCF.
Call D.J. 352-408-1829.

LAPTOPS- DELL LATITUDE + IBM
BACK TO CLASS SPECIAL!! NEAR
UCF. Refurbished to like new condition.
Loaded!! 90 day warranty. Wireless
WIFI, P3 and P4. Available in stock.
Start at $399. EBAY Silver Power Seller.
407-J'.37-9302 sale~@icomstrateg ies.com

CYPRESS BEND/GATED
Classy-2004/2-Story
2800 Living SQFT.
4BR-3& 1/2 Baths
Master/400SQFT
For Profess.Group or
Students/Joint Lease
Com.Pool-HS-Internet
High Sp.Intern.JAii Appl.
$1795. plus Utilities.
Ahette-407-716·0848
Add. Home nearby
avail.in Regal Park
Huge Master avail. $650.-Leon: 407-334-6658
Female roommate a.s.a.p. Organized,
friendly, non smoker, fully furnished
bedroom in 4/2.5 house, 3 min from
UCF. $425 + split utilities. Includes
internet. Call Anne Marie 954-854-0553

. Ro0m for rent furnished or unfurnished,
new home, Lk Underhill & Rouse, 4/2,
gated community, pool, jac. No smoking,
drugs, pets. $450 includes
rent/water/alee. Garage Privilege.
321 ·246-1314 LoveOrlandoFL@aol.com

Female Roommates Wanted
3/1 UCF area home. $280/mo. Furnished.
1'
Call 407-273-9045 or 407-497-2638

•

2002 F250 Ford Cargo Van. Power
windows,locks,all windows. 32,000 miles.
asking $13,500. and 1989 Mazda MX6,
all electric. $900 Call 407-716-5977

Original Unique Gifts as low as 99 cents!
Fantasy/Sci-Fi and Ninja Art Posters, Art
Wear: Rapper Hats, Sports Pillows,
Bracelets, Purses.
. www.Harrington-Artwerkes.com

UCF Area Home
2 Furn rms & shared bath avail. $400/mo
incl util. No lease. Non-refundable $109
security dep. Call 407•232-1802 (cell)
407-380-4892 (work)

•'

Apartment available in 4/2 in Pegasus
Pointe.Females only. Living room and
balcony. 1 Month Free. $470/month.
407-566-8244

1.
4.
8.
12.
13.

18.

Room for rent in 3 br I 2 bth house.
Fenced in yard. Pets allowed.
Call (407) 716 - 0713
tor more information.

·•

VUKONBLUE.COM CROSSWORD

UCF Butokukan Martial Arts Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
On camp.us for over 20 years and still
growing!!! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ... NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Classes are M 6-8 PM &
W 6-8:00 PM in Student Resource
Center Auditorium (SRCA) For more info,
call Andreas at 407-257-0306 or see
http://pegasus.cc.uct.edu/-butoucf/index.htm.
Open House, Wed 8/31 &
Wed 9/7 @ 7:00 PM

View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com1

Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfleds @UCFnews.com
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. (GEP' Courses (36 semestert10urs required)
General Education Program
,
.
,
·

.

.r

·

.

For clarification,

•

etril~etl:lre~§R copy

was deleted, underl jned

Note: This c opy dc~r~ected since pnn mg-,
in some are a s . Consult your major
copy has ~een a
~ .
ecific course or a higher level course
.
(Some maiors reqwre .a sp)
·
9 hours
requirements and advisor.
.

A. Communication

Found:ti~~ h Composition 1 1, 2

ENC 1101
ENC 1102

ng i.,.

Take at /east one of thl
SPC 1600C
~~i \0d~o

~g'.g~

, 1 2
Engl~~h Composition II PR:ENC 1101 •

3(3,0~ ·

foll~:if~i oral communicatio~, or

~~~d:~~~tals

3(3,0
3(3.0

of Technical Presentation, or

communications

.

9 hours

B. Cultural and Histori.cal Foi~~~~~~~~t one from e.a ch of the following two groups.
Three courses are required, w
.
.
.
f< II ..,; fJ ~· '9 .S0FR08ter S0fJf,101'1896·
GROUP 1 +ak9 at least 9 R9 0 ' ~/~ ~:~~'."R~,;~imum of 3 hours)
2
Take at least one of the ,o ow1 '.
EUH 200~
EUH 200
HUM 2216
HUM 223
AMH 2010
AMH 2020

•

~g~ ~81~

3(3,0)
3(3,0)

western Civilizat~on I 2
Western Civiliza~1<;m 11 2
Humanistic Tradition I 2
'Humanistic Tradition 11 2
US History: 1492-1877
u:s'. History: 1.877-~resent 2
World Civilization I
2
world Civilization It

3~3 ,0)

3 3,0)
3 3,0)
3(3,0)
3(3,0)
3(3,0)

OUP 2 Take at least one of the following: (minimum of 3 hours)
GR
The History of Art I
ARH 2050
ARH 20 5 1

MT~k ~868

The History of Art It
Enjoyment of Music
Theatre Survey
Cinem a Survey
World Religions
Introduction to Philosophy
2 ·
World Literature I PR: E N C 1102 2
World Literature 11 P R: ENC 1102

FIL 1001
R EL 2300
P HI 201 0
UT 21 10
U T2 120
C Mathematical FoundatiQn

.

Take one course frocm r1~~h group. C olleg e Alge bra
GROUP 1

GROUP 2

•

MA
M GF 11 06
CG S 1060C
STA 1060CC
STA 20 14

.2

2

.
2

Finite Mathematics
.
2
1 troduction to computer Science
~asic Statistics using ~icrosoft Excel
Principles of Statis tics

GROUP 2

E.

Science

Principles of Economics II
A merican N ational Government
General Psychology
General Sociology
General Anthropology

ECO 2013
ECO 2023
POS 2041
P SY 20 12
SY G 2000
ANT 2000

Fou"ed~~~neach group.

.

3(3 ,0)
3(3 ,0)

3~3,0~
3 3 ,0

~~· ~~ ~~i~ ~n~~61 ~f14

College P~ysc1chsemistry
. PR· High S chool Algebra
Concepts m . .
·
Biological Principles
Biology and Environment
Geology & Its Applications
P hysical Geography
·
The Human Species
.
B'otechnology and Gene tics

6 hours

The onlme version of the 2005-2Q06 Undergraduate
Catalog (http://WUJW.ucf.edu/ catalog/), is correct.

3(3,0~
3 (3,0

If you have any questions about your individual

3 3 ,0

3(3,0
3 (3,0)
3(3,0)
3(3 ,0)
6 hours

GEP requirements contact your advisor.

~(3~~:g~
3,0)

3 3,0)
3 3,0)
CHM 1020
3 3 ,0)
BSC 1005*
GROUP 2
3 3,0)
BSC 1050*
3(3,0)
GLY 1030
3(3 .0)
G EO 1200*
ANT 2511
1
•
MCB 13 10
.
I
v a ila ble for this c ourse .
* A one credit laboratory is a so ~
.
in this course.
1A gra~e of "C-" (1 .75) or b e tte r is r~quired
hours of the Gordon Rule r e quire m e nt. Effective Summer 2005
2 Agra d e o f "C- " (1 ·75) or b e tte r satisfies three
,

t

Corrected GEP Requirements to
·those printed' on page 4.6 of the
2005-2006 Undergraduate Catalog.

3 (3,0)

~~~8~~ cours ~~1 ;~~~~stronomyPhysical Science1
PHY 2053C

3~3,0)
3 3 ,0)
3 3 ,0)

D Social Foundation
h roup
.
Take one course from eac g
. Principles of M acroec.onom1cs
GROUP 1

3(3,0)
3(3,0)

3(3,0l
3(3,0
3(3,0
3(3,0
6 hours
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UNIVE RSITY OF CEN'rRAL F L O RJOA

REG I STRAR'S OFF I CE
Registrar's Office, Millican Hall, Room 161
PO Box 16011 4, Orlando, FL 32816-0114
Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services

·1'
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Ill

Q.

ll

Patitiong available iti SGA fot ~nata tlacfiong,
September 12-14 Candidacy declarations

Aftican Amaticari Studant
Union 1-faratnbaa tvant

l=all 2005 Club Showcase
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. On the Student Union (SU) patio
through September 8. A unique oppurtunity to meet
representatives from a variety of Student Organizations.
www.GETINVOLVEDUCF.com/KoRT
Contact KoRT_ Org@mail.ucf.edu for more info.

11 a.m. -5 p.m. lake Claire Pavilion
Welcome Back barbecue for incoming an

SARC Acadatnic Su~g Wotbho1>:

Vof unh!at UCf: Interest Tabla

Large Class-Big Campus
3 • 4 p.m. SU 316C

12 - 2 p.m. SU South patio

f:all 2005 Club Showcaga

CAB movie

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. On the SU patio
through September 8.

.Mandato_ty ·Ragh:tatad
Student Otganization
Orientation
9:30·10:30 a.m., 12:30 -1:30
5:30 • 6:30 p.m. SU 222

i:itt:t Knightg of the Round Table
Monthly Maeting

"f:inding Nevetfancr
8 p.m.

for Student Organizations
12 -1 p.m. in SU Key West. Free Food.
Topic: It's the beginning of the year. What does our
·organization do?

SU Cape Florida 316

Mis1 Clltibbean Student l\gs:ociatiori

p.m.,

P11geant membat dtU1dlina

11a.m.·2 p.m. SU South Patio
Get Carded, Organ and Tissue
Donation awareness program; .
we ~i.11 be outside the SU
handing out donor cards
and offering information.

Mandatoty Registered Studant
Organizaton Orientation

6 • 7 p.m. SU 222
Each RSO must attend an ori.entation in order to gain
registration for the Fall semester. Orientations will
address topics like publicity, event planning, mailboxes.
taxes, SGA funding and more.

Dance Marathon Morale A1>1>Hcatfons Available

SM genate Meeting

l=t!Jf 2005
Club Showcasa

OSt ·Front Desk SU 208, www.ucfdm.com
Applications due to OSI by Friday, September 16, at 5 p.m.

7 p.m. SU Key West

10 a.m. • 2 p.m. St) patio

DQ(! Meat tha QteQb

Mandatory RggJghu·ad Studant
Organization OtientSJtion ·

8:30 .. 11 :30 p.m.

9 • 10 a.m., 1:30 • 2:30 p.m. SU 222

Caribbean Student koociation
i:~hman l=riandg Moot and Qroot
6 p.m. Barb~ra Ying Center

<)

Information and application available at
www.ucf.edu/ncsasite. The pageant is September 25.

CJtaan Ribbon Day

-.,,

"-•

SU Pegasus Ballroom
The Diversified Greek Council
presents Meet the Greeks
which will feature our Latin,
Multicultural and Asian Sororities as
well as some of IFC's Latin and
Multicultural Fraternities. Come and
enjoy free food, music and prizes.

·~

9/11 fot Chatiti~
late Knights:
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. _
Western theme, SU

MandatotY Regigfered ~tudarit ,
Organizsttion Otiantation
10:30 -11:30 a.m. SU 222

2:15 -6 p.m.
Convention Center on I-Drive.
To carpool meet at Millican Hall.
Calling all volunteers! Come out and .help
Charity for Charities host their third annual "9/11
for Charities." For more info visit
/www.osi.sdes.ucf.edu/vucf.
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PETITIONS
AVA/1.1181.E
·PETITIONS
AVll/1.118/.E
PETITIONS
AYAll.1181.E
PETITIONS
·A~""/'1181.E
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PETITIONS
~C~

SEPT; 12-1"1 C9AM-SPllll)

ll'l'GINS IMME/JIATElY AFTER.
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